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Nowadays, power systems are interconnected together to provide a reliable and
secure source of energy to the consumers and operate at lower operating cost than if they
being run separately. As the most important reason for interconnecting power systems is
to improve the economic aspects in operation of the entire system, this interconnection
between power systems would provide the following economic advantages: 1) lower
overall congestion costs for consumers; 2) more consistent prices across the areas; and 3)
lower operating cost due to presence of broader pool of mutual benefits shared between
systems. In addition, in the event of an emergency in any individual system, such as a
shortage of generation capacity and a network outage, an interconnected power system can
utilize all available power generation resources and delivery facilities throughout the entire
grid to adjust the transferring power among systems; thus, guaranteeing a continuous power
supply to customers in their regions and achieving a high-level power system reliability.
Also, in the event of transmission line congestion, the interconnected power systems can
work closely together to remove the congestion from the entire power grid.
The main motivation of this dissertation is to provide methodologies which enable
different regional/virtual system’s operators to efficiently schedule their regional

generation resources and optimally coordinate their operations with other neighboring
areas while respecting the information privacy between individual systems. Our proposed
methodologies rely on decentralized solution philosophies. Using these methods, the
original large-scale problems can be divided into several scalable and tractable
subproblems, where their solution can be coordinated with each other to find the optimal
operating point of the entire system using either sequential or parallel calculation.
Furthermore, by providing the flexibility to define the border of the areas, the decentralized
solution methodologies can be also utilized to accelerate the solution process of the
decision-making process in a large-scale power system where an enormous number of
variables should be accommodated into the problem formulation.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

Problem Definition
Power systems are interconnected together to provide a reliable and secure source

of power supply to customers and operate at lower operating cost than if they being run
separately [1]. As the most important reason for interconnecting power systems is to
improve the economic aspects in operation of the entire system, this interconnection
between power systems would provide the following economic advantages [2], [3]: 1)
lower overall congestion costs for consumers; 2) more consistent prices across the areas;
and 3) lower operating cost due to presence of broader pool of mutual benefits shared
between systems. In addition, in the event of an emergency in any individual system, such
as a shortage of generation capacity and a network outage, an interconnected power system
can utilize all available power generation resources and delivery facilities throughout the
entire grid to adjust the transferring power among systems, thus guaranteeing a continuous
power supply to customers in their regions and achieving a high-level power system
reliability.
A traditional approach to providing such a coordination between the interconnected
power systems is through forming a power pool [1]. In this method, a third party utilizes
the detailed information submitted by different power systems, such as characteristics of
generating units, availability and parameters of transmission networks, predicted demand
1

profiles and transaction contracts [4], to formulate and solve a large-scale generation
scheduling problem for the entire interconnected power system. However, such solution
approach is centralized, mostly very complicated and time-consuming due to enormous
numbers of decision variables and operational constraints of the problem.
Further to this issues, due to an explosion in size and complexity of the modern
power systems, high penetration of the renewable energy resources (DERs) and increase
in security concerns the conventional scheduling solution approach, known as centralized
solution approach, may no longer be fully functional due to its simplified structure and
slow convergence performance even for a power system with one owner/operator.
1.2

Literature Review
During decades, many research works have been conducted to introduce an

effective scheme for operation of large-scale power systems. Here, we would take a look
at some of the most impressive ones which deal with operation and optimization of the
power systems with an enormous number of decision variables.
1.2.1

Day-ahead Scheduling of the Power Systems
Security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC) is widely employed by independent

system operators (ISOs) to provide a reliable and economic source of energy to the end
consumers [4]. Conventionally, ISOs utilize the detailed market information submitted by
participants, such as generation units’ characteristics, transmission lines capacity and
forecasted load profile in order to formulate and solve the SCUC of the entire grid for both
day-ahead and real-time markets [5]. In addition, ISOs include enough spinning and nonspinning reserve generation into their SCUC problem for immediate use. Using this
2

approach, in case of generating unit or transmission line outage, they would be able to
provide continuous energy supply to the customers without any interruption in service [6].
In [7], in order to provide simultaneous clearing for both energy and ancillary services,
authors solved a large-scale SCUC problem. In [8], authors utilized a two-level hierarchical
optimization problem, known as Benders decomposition, to divide the SCUC problem of
a large-scale power system into a master problem and several security check subproblems.
In fact, in the master problem, the status of the generating units based on minimization of
the cost is determined while in the second stage the security subproblems would ensure the
feasibility of the master problem solution under different security criteria. Authors in [9]
have addressed a long-term SCUC problem where the fuel and emission constraints are
taken into account during the solution process of the long-term SCUC problem. Reference
[10] has examined the impact of AC/DC transmission system in the day-ahead scheduling
of the power systems where the power flow through HVDC transmission lines and bus
voltages were regarded as constraints in SCUC problems formulation. Authors in [11]
presented a coordination scheme for midterm scheduling for a short-term SCUC problem
of power systems. As their solution procedure indicates, authors utilized Benders
decomposition to divide the resulted mixed-integer linear programming into multiple
subproblems where these subproblems can work together to find the optimal operating
condition over the entire grid. In order to take into account the impact of the hourly demand
response during the operation cost of the power systems, reference [12] utilized a MIQP
problem formulation for day-ahead scheduling of power systems. In the proposed problem
formulation, the energy balance, ramping cost and demand response are considered as
quadratic equations. Reference [13] minimizes the operating cost and resulted emission of
3

power systems where both hydro and thermal generating units can provide energy to meet
the demand. Authors in [14] present a stochastic security-constrained unit commitment
problem formulation to capture the wind turbine generation volatility into the day-ahead
scheduling of the power systems. In their proposed method, using the forecasted wind
power generation by wind turbines, the hourly UC problem is solved. In the next stage,
using different possible scenarios for wind power, the corrective generation dispatched is
performed. In order to further investigate the stochastic nature of the wind generation in
operation of the power systems, authors in [15], [16] include the generation units and
transmission line outage in their proposed stochastic SCUC problem.
As mentioned before, solving the modern SCUC problems using the conventional
centralized solution procedure or well-known decomposition method such as Benders
decomposition can be quiet time consuming and even in some cases impossible. To tackle
this issue, the decentralized multi-systems/areas coordination has been investigated by
literature to improve the efficiency and performance of scheduling problems (SCUC) in
the large-scale power systems [17]–[22]. In [17], authors employed fictitious buses to
duplicate the bus voltage angles at boundary buses. Then, using the APP method, the SCUC
scheduling problems for different areas are solved and coordinated iteratively. An
analytical target cascading (ATC) based decentralized solution method for the large-scale
SCUC problem was presented in [18] to find a feasible and optimal operating point across
the entire system. In [18], each regional system should iteratively send its boundary
information (such as boundary bus voltage angles and tie-line power flows) to a higher
level coordinator in order to coordinate its operation with other neighboring regional
systems. Reference [19] presented a decentralized methodology to optimally schedule
4

generating units in a multi-area market-clearing operation while considering uncertainties.
Authors in [23] proposed a decentralized method for day-ahead scheduling of a power
system with multiple active distribution grids. Using the two-level hierarchical
optimization problem, they have divided their centralized optimization problem into two
level where in the higher level the SCUC problem of the system operator will be solved
and in the second stage, the SCUC problem of the active distribution grid will be solved.
Using analytical target cascading (ATC) [24] method, the operating condition of the upper
level and lower level SCUC problems are coupled to each other. In [21], a framework is
established based on the concept of System of System (SoS) to model the DISCO and MGs
as independent systems. For collaboration between the independent systems, the concept
of CLIENT and ORIGIN systems, the process of information exchange between the
independent systems and the relationship table are discussed. Reference [22] presents a
fully parallel stochastic SCUC approach to obtain an efficient and fast solution for a largescale power system with wind energy uncertainty. Variables duplication and auxiliary
problem principle (APP) techniques are adopted to fully decompose the original stochastic
optimization problem into three major solution modules: the unit commitment (UC)
module solves multiple single UC problems; the optimal power flow (OPF) module
handles multiple hourly DC-OPF problems, and the bridge module builds a connection
between the UC and OPF modules. In [25], we presented a decentralized solution
methodology where the voltage stability constrained SCUC (VSC-SCUC) problem is
divided into multiple smaller subproblems; then, using the auxiliary problem principle
(APP), the operating points of the subproblems are coordinated with each other iteratively
in a parallel manner. Also, in [26], we presented a decentralized decision-making approach
5

for the day-ahead scheduling of multi-interconnected markets while respecting the
information privacy between markets and requiring minimum data exchange among them.
In the proposed approach, each market is responsible to solve its own day-ahead scheduling
problem and sends its equivalent (or processed) boundary information to the neighboring
markets. Using this method, each marker is required minimum data from its neighboring
markets (areas), this the information privacy between areas can be respected.
1.2.2

Wind Power Integration
Additionally, in the current operation of power systems, wind power is one of the

most favorable sources of energy to serve the costumes. It has been evident that the largescale integration of the wind power would dramatically contribute to power system
economics [27]. However, high penetration of wind power raises serious concerns during
the operation of power systems as well. Most of these concerns, in one way or another, are
related to uncertain nature of the wind. In the case of unexpected changes in wind power
generation, power system operators would like to be able to mitigate the violations
accordingly and provide continuous power supply to the customers without any
interruption in service. To solve such uncertainty issue, different methods have been
proposed by researchers to effectively reduce the complexity of the stochastic problems.
In [28] and [29], a chanced-constrained optimization is proposed to deal with intermittent
nature of wind power generation, where the system security constraints can be violated
with a small probability index. Robust optimization has also widely utilized to model the
wind power generation uncertainties by providing a span around the central forecast [30],
[31]. The stochastic programming is also one of the most promising optimization tools
available to system operators, in which possible realizations of uncertainties can be
6

simulated in their scheduling problems. Reference [32] proposed a stochastic based unit
commitment scheme to examine the impact of wind power generation and load variations
on dispatching result of a power system. Reference [33] presented a two-stage stochastic
programming to guarantee enough reserve allocation in a power system with a large
amount of wind power generation. Reference [34] studied a stochastic operation planning
of power systems based on the market-clearing with stochastic security in the presence of
wind and demand uncertainty. Reference [35] improved the stochastic programming
approach in the unit commitment problem to incorporate wind power scenarios by
introducing a dynamic decision-making approach. Note that the quality of result in the
stochastic optimization relies heavily on the number of scenarios considered in the problem
formulation. Normally, a higher number of the scenarios would lead to a more accurate
result and also increase in size and complexity of the problem formulation [22], [36]. As a
result, the computational burden of the stochastic optimization problem can be increased
until the problem becomes huge and unsolvable. Avoiding this issue, different scenario
reduction techniques have been employed by literature to effectively reduce the number of
scenarios while ensuring high quality of the results [37]–[41] (e.g. the K-means clustering
algorithm [37], the submodular function optimization method [38], the functional
approximation in Kantorovich distance [39], the scenario tree construction algorithm [40],
and the improved forward-selection and backward-reduction approach [41]). However, the
stochastic optimization with reduced number of scenarios can be still complicated enough
to demand considerable computation efforts. Therefore, another motivation of this chapter
is to propose a method to overwhelm this shortcoming. To do so, in this chapter, the
decentralized solution methodologies are further utilized to decompose the regional
7

stochastic day-ahead scheduling problem of systems/areas into multiple subproblems (one
for each scenario). Using this technique, each scenario can be formulated and solved in
parallel with its corresponding deterministic subproblem; therefore, the overall solution
procedure can be accelerated significantly. To deal with the uncertainty nature of wind
energy generation, [42] proposed a decentralized methodology for day-ahead energy and
reserve market clearing in a multi-area power system by introducing the adjustable interval
robust scheduling based on the interval optimization approach.
1.2.3

Optimal Transmission Line Switching
Independent system operators (ISOs) are responsible for a secure and economic

operation of the power systems. To do so, the system operators should gather some
operational information such as generating units’ bidding data, network configuration and
characteristics, and forecasted demand to solve the security constrained day-ahead
scheduling problem over the required horizon of the time [43]. Using this approach, the
system operators ensure the high quality of continuous power supply to the demand while
minimizing the operation cost of the system during day-ahead scheduling of the power
systems. However, during the real-time operation of the power systems, due to uncertainty
in loads/wind and solar generations, transmission line/generating unit outage, the
transmission network can be congested. In this condition, the system operator may no
longer be able to fully dispatch its available economic generating units; thus, the operating
cost of the power system can be increased significantly. Consequently, the locational
marginal prices (LMPs) go up which may reduce the accumulated social welfare of the
entire system’s components.
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Therefore, the transmission line congestion cannot be tolerated and should be
relieved immediately. Thus, as a corrective action, the system operator should perform the
real-time congestion management scheme to relieve/reduce the transmission congestion
impacts. In these schemes, the ISO is mainly required to include the N-1 criterion. Using
this criterion, in case of further generation unit or transmission line outage, the ISO make
sure that the power system can still provide continuous energy to the ends load without any
interruption in service.
Since 1980, transmission switching has been employed by the system operators to
improve the operating condition of the power systems. Using this approach, the system
operators have been able to change the topology of the grid thus mitigating the voltage
violation in the buses [44], reducing the transmission lines’ power losses [45] and/or
relieving the line overloads [46]. In 2008, for the very first time, the transmission line
switching introduced as a corrective congestion management scheme in [47] where the
authors utilized the binary variables to model the status of the transmission line for a DC
optimal power flow (DC-OPF) problem. The numerical results indicated that optimal
transmission switching (OTS) could successfully relieve the congestion from the
transmission system during real-time operation of the grid. The following figure provides
a graphic illustration of the optimal transmission line switching.

9

Figure 1.1

A three bus test system with the congested transmission line.

As we can see, as a result of transmission line congestion, generating unit 1, which
is the more economic generating units in this system cannot be fully dispatched. Therefore,
in order to meet the demand, generating unit 2 should provide the additional required 20
MW. However, if the system operator opens the congested transmission line, as shown in
Fig. 1.2, the generating unit 1 can be fully dispatched and meet the demand. As a result,
the total operating cost of the system will be reduced to $1000 which 16.7% less than the
congested system.

10

Figure 1.2

The three bus test system after switching off the congested transmission
line.

To further illustrate the effectiveness of the OTS, reference [48] provided a
sensitivity analysis and showed how OTS can improve the economic condition of the
power system. The OTS with N-1 criteria was presented in [49] which considered generator
and transmission line outages. Using this approach, the system operator could make sure
that the security of the system will be retained in case of equipment’s failure across the
entire grid. Reference [50] proposed an approach based on DC-OPF, which is followed by
AC-OPF, to examine the impact of switching action on bus voltages and locational
marginal prices (LMPs). As of extension of [50], the AC constraints are integrated into
OPF problem in [51] which utilized the Benders decomposition approach to solve the
resulted mixed-integer non-linear programming (MINLP) problem.
However, in order to satisfy the physical law of the power system while selecting
the best set of switching actions within the transmission network, references [47]–[51] have
utilized the voltage angle based OPF problem. It has been experienced that monitoring all
11

voltage angles across the entire network further to incorporate a large number of binary
variables associated with transmission lines’ status would lead to explosion in size and
complexity of the OTS problems. Such a complicated problem can be very time-consuming
and, even in some cases, impossible to be solved [51]. Thus, accelerating the solution
process of OTS problem has recently motivated many research works [52]–[57].
In addition, note that all above references [47]–[57] assumed that OTS is operated
by a single operator. Nowadays, due to providing a broader pool of mutual benefits, the
power systems are interconnected together. Further, it is very important to study a potential
application of OTS in multi-area power systems which are run by multiple ISOs.
Nevertheless, such an OTS problem would be very challenging due to a large number of
decision variables in each area, information privacy between areas, the impact of the
operation of one area to the other areas.
1.3

Research Motivations
As discussed before, the traditional approach to provide coordination between the

interconnected power systems is through forming a power pool. In this method, a third
party utilizes the detailed information submitted by different power systems, such as
characteristics of generating units, availability and parameters of transmission networks,
predicted demand profiles and transaction contracts [43], to formulate and solve a largescale generation scheduling problem for the entire interconnected power systems.
However, such solution approach is centralized, mostly very complicated and timeconsuming due to enormous numbers of decision variables and operational constraints of
the problem. Therefore, one of the motivations of this thesis is to provide a methodology
which enables different system operators to efficiently schedule their regional generation
12

resources and optimally coordinate their operations with other neighboring areas without
suffering from the shortcomings of the centralized solutions. Our proposed idea relies on
decentralized solution methodologies. Using such methods, the original large-scale
problem can be divided into several scalable and tractable subproblems that can be
coordinated with each other to find out the optimal operating point of the entire system
using either sequential or parallel calculation [24], [58], [59].
Notice that in the advanced operation of the integrated power systems, the main
philosophy of utilizing multi-area coordination is to set up a coordination procedure that
allows any congestion in the interconnected power systems to be jointly managed by all
interconnected systems with including transmission constraints which require the
integrated systems to exchange their grids’ information like unit’s generation, network
topology and load [3]. However, system operators are usually reluctant to share their
system information as this information are counted as private, and might be commercially
sensitive and confidential to other areas. Thus, such circumstance also motivates us to
develop a more secure and efficient coordination scheme for exchanging the information
between different entities.
Furthermore, the above discussions motivated us to propose a decentralized
solution algorithm based global transmission switching (GTS) as a corrective action to
mitigate/manage the transmission congestion during real-time operation of multi-area
power systems, which is for both regional transmission lines (intra-regional congestion
management) and tie lines (inter-regional congestion management). In addition, the
proposed solution methodology can also be used to accelerate the solution process of large-

13

scale OTS problem of a power system with single operator/owner by dividing it into several
smaller sub-problems.
In addition, the application of distributed solution methodologies in operation of
the power systems based on area-to-area (A2A) coordination has been previously
investigated by some research [17]–[19], [21], [23], [60]–[63]. However, all provided
solution methodologies by literature either for optimal power flow studies [60]–[63] or
SCUC problems [17]–[19], [21], [23] are proposed based on the geographical position of
areas/markets. In fact, in literature, the operation of few generation units and/or load buses
with the same geographical position are allocated to a same regional system operator. Then,
by providing the coordination between the operation centers in different areas, the optimum
operating point of the entire power grid is achieved. Note that geographical based
partitioning does not equally shrink the power grid into smaller areas. In such a
circumstance, some areas might be big enough or complicated to demand more
computation efforts. Thus, this philosophy may reduce the efficiency of distributed solution
approaches and restrict their application. In addition, the distribution of generation units
and load buses in a typical interconnected power system is not homogeneousness. Thus,
geographical based partitioning of the power system provides homogeneous diversity
neither for generation units’ distribution nor for load buses’ distribution among different
areas. These concerns motivate us to develop a smart scheduling methodology which 1)
can effectively partition the power systems into smaller regions regardless of the position
of system’s buses; 2) provide homogeneousness generation diversity to the areas; 3) find
the optimal operating point of a power system using decentralized solution algorithm.
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1.4

Contributions of this Dissertation
This thesis presents a comprehensive discussion regarding the operation of

integrated decentralized power systems. The contribution of this thesis in terms of
proposing the model, decomposition strategy and computational efficiency can be
expressed as follows:
1. Shift factor based day-ahead scheduling of interconnected power systems:
Conventionally, the difference between voltage angles at both ending buses
of the tie line is used to determine the power flow exchanges between areas,
and thus the voltage angles at the boundary buses were commonly used to
model the shared variables/exchanged data among areas [18], [19], [42],
[60], [61], [63].

Such a tie-line power flow modeling requires a

decentralized SCUC solution tool to completely model all bus voltage
angles and transmission lines across entire interconnected power systems,
which may increase the size of the problem and the required solution time.
However, in this chapter, we utilize a shift factor (SF) based power flow
representation to model the power transfers through tie line and coordinate
exchanging power between areas. This proposed alternative tie-line power
flow model in our decentralized SCUC solution framework makes it
possible to only formulate and monitor just certain critical transmission
lines, especially for a large-scale power system, thus, which could result in
reducing the size and accelerating the solution procedure.
2. Decentralized Operation of a large-scale power system with high
penetration of wind energy: despite existing publications [32]–[35] in which
15

the stochastic day-ahead scheduling of a single area power system was
discussed or publications [19] and [42] in which the wind power generation
scenarios were processed in a centralized manner in operation of individual
areas, in this chapter, both inter/intra-regional decomposition and
coordination strategies are proposed to divide the original stochastic multiarea SCUC (SMA-SCUC) into multiple subproblems in terms of both areas
and scenarios. Here, the individual areas’ scheduling subproblem will be
formulated and solved in parallel. Then, the regional stochastic scheduling
subproblems can be further divided into a base case subproblem and
multiple subproblems for different scenarios, and those subproblems can be
also solved in parallel to further accelerate the proposed solution procedure.
As a result, lower execution time and higher solution procedure’s efficiency
can be achieved.
3. Shift Factor Based Global Transmission Switching (GTS): Despite [47]–
[57], [64] which determined the optimal transmission switching actions for
the power systems which are run by a single operator, our proposed
decentralized GTS congestion management scheme can support the
operation of multi-area power systems. Here, each individual area, as an
autonomous entity, can perform the switching actions for its regional
transmission lines. In addition, the proposed coordination enables the
system operators in different areas to work together to optimally decide
whether their tie lines should be ON service or switched-off. The proposed
decentralized solution methodology can respect the information privacy
16

between areas. Here, in order to provide coordination between areas, instead
of exchanging the commercially sensitive information such as generations,
networks, and loads, each individual area is required just to its equivalent
(or processed) boundary information.
4. N-1 based GTS with Fully Parallel Implementation: Unlike the widely used
solution approaches, such as the centralized solution that solves a single
MIP model with all variables and constraints together [49] and the Benders
decomposition methodology that sequentially coordinates a line switching
master problem and multiple optimal power flow subproblems for both base
case and contingencies via Benders cuts [51], the proposed solution method
simultaneously solves the base case and contingency OTS subproblems,
which can fully utilize the parallel computing techniques to improve the
computational efficiency of the GTS problem.
5. Flexibility: Despite the proposed decentralized solution methodologies
provided by literature where the authors have employed the physical
connection (geographical position) between the groups of buses to define
the border of areas, in this thesis, we proposed a smart scheduling strategy
which provides more flexibility for the system operators. Using our
proposed method, the system operator is allowed to put buses together in a
same virtual area where they are not necessarily directly connected to each
other. In another word, the system operator is capable of partitioning the
power system into different groups of virtual areas without taking into
consideration of the grid topology. Further to this advantage, in order to
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provide more robust coordination between areas, the power flow in
transmission lines inside the virtual areas can also be coordinated with other
neighboring virtual areas. Virtual area based smart scheduling provides
better convergence performance compared with physical connection based
SCUC due to providing more diversity to the operation of virtual areas. In
this approach, the generation units with the same operating cost
characteristics can be distributed equally to the different areas regardless of
their position in power system, thus the distributed solution shows better
convergence performance.
1.5

Thesis Organization
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Section II provides detailed

information regarding the shift factor based coordination between different individual areas
in interconnected power systems with high penetration of the wind energy. Section III
presents a novel methodology to determine the best set of the transmission lines that should
be switched off to remove transmission congestion from the transmission system while
considering the N-1 reliability criterion. In section III we also utilized the decentralized
optimization framework to propose the N-1 base global transmission line switching. In this
section, the normal operating condition of the power system is located in one subproblem
while each transmission line contingency is located in another sub-problem; as a result,
these subproblems can be solved in parallel; thus, the solution process of the contingency
based OTS can be accelerated. Section IV presents the virtual areas based day-ahead
scheduling of power system where the system is divided into multiple virtual sub-systems
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without taking into consideration of the geographical position of the system buses. Section
V summarizes the main findings of this thesis.
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CHAPTER II
A FULLY PARALLEL STOCHASTIC MULTI-AREA POWER SYSTEM
OPERATION CONSIDERING LARGE-SCALE WIND POWER INTEGRATION
2.1

Problem Definition
Multi-area power system operation/coordination is used to increase the reliability

of the interconnected power grids and maintain the consistency of the price across the
integrated power systems. However, the implementation of this coordinated operation is
facing challenges due to increase in size and complexity of the modern power systems,
high penetration of the volatile renewable energy, and interdependency issues among
various power systems. To address these concerns, this chapter presents a fully parallel
decision-making approach for the day-ahead scheduling of interconnected power systems
with large-scale wind power integration while respecting the information privacy between
different systems/areas. In the proposed parallel approach, each system/area solves its dayahead scheduling problem along with its local subproblems for different wind generations’
scenarios, and sends its equivalent (or processed) boundary information to other
systems/areas. The proposed inter-regional coordination among systems/areas and intraregional coordination between scenarios in each system/area will continue until the tie-line
power flows and the generation outputs of generating units get converged. The modified
IEEE 118-bus testing system is used in this chapter to show the effectiveness of the
proposed approach.
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2.2

Objectives
In this chapter, a new decentralized multi-area coordination for the stochastic

SCUC of interconnected power systems is proposed. The contributions of this chapter in
terms of tie-line power flow modeling and inter/intra-regional decomposition and
coordination methods are summarized as follows:
•

Conventionally, the difference between voltage angles at both ending buses
of the tie line is used to determine the power flow exchanges between areas,
and thus the voltage angles at the boundary buses were commonly used to
model the shared variables/exchanged data among areas [18], [19], [42],
[60], [61], [63]. Such a tie-line power flow modeling requires a
decentralized SCUC solution tool to completely model all bus voltage
angles and transmission lines across entire interconnected power systems,
which may increase the size of the problem and the required solution time.
However, in this chapter, we utilize a shift factor (SF) based power flow
representation to model the power transfers through tie line and coordinate
exchanging power between areas. This proposed alternative tie-line power
flow model in our decentralized SCUC solution framework makes it
possible to only formulate and monitor just certain critical transmission
lines, especially for a large-scale power system, thus, which could result in
reducing the size and accelerating the solution procedure.

•

In addition, despite existing publications [32]–[35] in which the stochastic
day-ahead scheduling of a single area power system was discussed or
publications [19] and [42] in which the wind power generation scenarios
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were processed in a centralized manner in operation of individual areas, in
this chapter, both inter/intra-regional decomposition and coordination
strategies are proposed to divide the original stochastic multi-area SCUC
(SMA-SCUC) into multiple subproblems in terms of both areas and
scenarios. Here, the individual areas’ scheduling subproblem will be
formulated and solved in parallel. Then, the regional stochastic scheduling
subproblems can be further divided into a base case subproblem and
multiple subproblems for different scenarios, and those subproblems can be
also solved in parallel to further accelerate the proposed solution procedure.
As a result, lower execution time and higher solution procedure’s efficiency
can be achieved.
2.3

Generic SMA-SCUC Problem Modeling
As one of the most important power system operation decision-making tools,

SCUC is commonly being referred as scheduling of energy resources to satisfy demands
in the most economical way while meeting the system’s security criteria [65]. In this
section, as shown in Fig. 2.1, an interconnected power system with N individual areas is
used to introduce the proposed SMA-SCUC model considering multiple wind generation
scenarios. As illustrated in Fig. 1, any of Areas 1 to N can be connected to its neighboring
areas through a tie line (could be multiple tie lines).
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Figure 2.1

An interconnected power system with multiple individual areas.

Mathematically, the proposed SMA-SCUC can be formulated as a mixed integer
programming (MIP) problem. Without loss of generality, a set of general SMA-SCUC
formula (2.1)-(2.4) can be expressed as follows (note that the notation for time t is omitted
in order to simplify the model’s expression and focus on the proposed decomposition and
coordination methodologies in the chapter),
N NS

Min    ξs Fξ ( I  , Pξs )

(2.1)

ξ 1 s 0

s.t.
A s I   B s Ps  d s

 , s

Pmin,   I   Ps  Pmax,   I 
N

s s
s
 E P  h

 1

where, s indicates the scenario (s=0 for the base case);
probability of scenarios and is subject to
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(2.2)

 , s

(2.3)

s

(2.4)

ξ

is the index of areas;

ξ0   s  0 ξs  1 ; I 

ξs

is the

is the commitment of

generating units (On/Off) in Area
of generating units in Area

ξ



for all scenarios; and

Pξs is

the active power generation

for scenario s. The objective (2.1) of the proposed SMA-

SCUC is to minimize the expected operating cost of the entire interconnected power system
over the studied time horizon (e.g. 24 hours in this chapter) for all scenarios. The
constraints (2.2) are relevant to minimum On/Off time limits and ramping up/down limits
of generating units. The constraints (2.3) represent the generation capacity limits of
generating units for scenario s. The constraints (2.4) include the power balance of the
entire system (2.5) and the shift factor based power flow limits of transmission lines (2.6)
within all the interconnected power systems.
NG

NW

ND

g 1

w 1

i 1

s
s
 Pg   Pw   Di  0

PL  GSF(P s  D)  PL max

(2.5)

s

(2.6)

s

where, Pgs is the generation output of conventional thermal generating unit g, Pws is the
generation output of wind generating unit w, and Di is the expected load consumption of
load i; the total number of conventional thermal generating units, wind generating units,
and loads in the entire interconnected power system are noted by NG, NW and ND,
respectively; P and D are the generations (of both conventional thermal and wind
generating units) and loads within the entire system, respectively;
the line power flows and their capacity limits, respectively; and

PL and

GSF

PL max represent

is the global shift

factors for the transmission lines.
In the above SMA-SCUC problem, the objective function (2.1) has no coupling
terms between areas/scenarios; thus, it is decomposable. However, the constraints (2.2)24

(2.4) are making the entire optimization problem (2.1)-(2.4) complicated and
indecomposable in terms of areas and scenarios. For example, the constraints (2.4) are
relevant to all areas, and all of the scenarios must have the same generating units’ status

I

. The details of our proposed decomposition and coordination strategies are discussed in
the following sections.

Figure 2.2

Illustration of inter/intra-regional decomposition and coordination
strategies.
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2.4

Intra/Inter-Regional Decomposition and Coordination Strategies
This section will introduce inter/intra-regional decomposition and coordination

strategies to implement the proposed SMA-SCUC in a parallel manner. As illustrated in
Fig. 2.2, at the first inter-regional decomposition and coordination stage, an equivalent (or
a processed) boundary information is proposed to create the interactions among areas.
Next, in order to accelerate the proposed solution procedure, an intra-regional
decomposition and coordination strategy is proposed to further reformulate the relationship
between the base case and scenarios.
2.4.1

Modeling of Coupling Constraints for Inter-Regional Decomposition and
Coordination Strategy
First of all, in order to successfully decompose the original SMA-SCUC problem

(2.1)-(2.4) into multiple scalable and tractable regional stochastic SCUC subproblems, one
for each area, the key thing is how to model the tie-line power flow. To provide a generic
model for each individual area, here, we focus on modeling of the tie lines just connected
to Area J (it can be easily extended for any individual area). For Area J, the power balance
constraint (2.5) can be rewritten as follows,
NGJ

NWJ

NDJ

NBJ

g 1

w 1

i 1

b 1 k tie J

s
s
 Pg   Pw   Di  

s
 K b, k  PLk

s

(2.7)

where the total number of conventional thermal generating units, wind generating units,
loads, and buses in Area J are noted by NGJ, NWJ, NDJ and NBJ, respectively; PLsk is the
power flow of tie-line k transferring power from Area J to its neighboring areas during
scenario s; K is the tie line k to regional bus b incident; and the shift factor based power
flow limits for regional transmission lines inside Area J can be reformulated as follows,
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PLsJ  SFJ (PJs  D J  K tie  PLstie )  PL max ,J
J

s

(2.8)

where PLsJ is the power flows through regional transmission lines of Area J; PJs is the
generations associated with Area J; DJ is the expected loads within Area J; PLstie J is the
power flows in tie-lines connected to Area J; SFJ is the regional/local shift factor matrix
associated with Area J; PL max ,J is the maximum power flow through Area J’s regional
transmission lines.
However, just to model the tie-line power flow as a pseudo load (or power
withdrawal) is not sufficient because the tie-line power flow PLstie J must follow the
physical law of the power system (e.g. KCL and KVL). This fact can be expressed as
follows,
PLstie  GSFtieJ (P s  D)
J



 GSFtieJ ,1  GSFtieJ , J

 GSFtieJ , N



 P s  D1 
 1




 Ps  D 
J 
 J



PNs  D N 



(2.9)

 GSFtieJ ,1 (P1s  D1 )    GSFtieJ , J (PJs  D J )  
 GSFtieJ , N (PNs  D N )

s

where GSFtieJ is the global shift factor for the tie lines connected to Area J, and its
submatrices GSFtieJ ,1 , GSFtieJ , J , to GSFtieJ , N

are associated with Areas 1, J, to N,

respectively; P1s , PJs , to PNs and D1, DJ , and DN are the generations and loads associated
with their corresponding areas.
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Realize from the problem modeling presented above, the only coupling constraint
between areas is the tie-line power flow (2.9), which consists of N components (one from
each area). These components can be regarded as the contributions of individual areas to
the tie-lines power flow. Therefore, from the viewpoint of Area J, the power flow in tieline tie which connects Area J to its neighboring area, and its corresponding components
can be expressed as follows:
PLstie  PLstie
J

N

J ,J

s

  PLtieJ ,
 J

(2.10)

s

s

where PLstie J , J is the contribution of Area J to the power flow of tie-line tie; PL tie J , is
regarded as the expected/estimated contribution of other Area  to the tie-line power flow.
Note that, due to information privacy between areas, Area J does not have the access to
local generations and consumptions in other areas. Accordingly, Area J cannot directly
calculate and include other areas’ contributions to its tie-line power flow calculation in
(2.10). To handle this issue, Area J is required to estimate other areas’ contributions to its
connected tie-lines. Therefore, these expected/estimated contributions are indicated by the
overline “-” in our model.
As the physical law of the power systems (e.g. KVL and KCL) indicates that the
contribution of each area to the tie-line power flow should have the same value as the
contribution of this area which is expected/estimated by other areas. Therefore, the
following equalities should be met in the proposed model:
s

PLstie , J  PL tie J , J
J
s

PL tie J ,  PLstie ,
J
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s

(2.11)

s,   J

(2.12)

Note that in (2.11) and (2.12), the tie-line power flows’ components without the
overline “-” can be exactly determined by using regional areas’ information (e.g. regional
generations and loads) (2.13)-(2.14):
PLstie , J  GSFtie J , J (PJs  D J )
J

(2.13)

PLstie ,  GSFtie J , (Ps  D )
J

(2.14)

Therefore, once all the above equalities (2.11)-(2.14) are satisfied, we can guarantee
that the tie-line power flows can satisfy the physical law (e.g. KCL and KVL) of the entire
interconnected power system. Now, the coupling constraint (2.9) is replaced by the
coupling constraints (2.11) and (2.12) which create the interactions between regional areas.
2.4.2

Modeling of Coupling Constraints for Intra-Regional Decomposition and
Coordination Strategy
Notice that the power flows in the tie lines connected to Area J is represented by

the variable PLstie J . Therefore, Area J’s stochastic SCUC problem can be generalized as
follows:
NS

Min   Js FJ ( I J , PJs )

(2.15)

s 0

s.t.
s
H sJ I J  LsJ PJs  M sJ Ptie
 e sJ
J

s

(2.16)

Pmin, J  I J  PJs  Pmax, J  I J

s

(2.17)

In (2.15)-(2.17), the objective function (2.15) is to minimize the total operating cost
of Area J over the studied time horizon; the linear constraint (2.16) is the set of Area J’s
equality and inequality constraints, such as minimum On/Off time limits and ramping
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Up/Down limits of the local generating units, regional power balance (2.7) and power flows
limits (2.8), and the tie-line power flow limits relevant to Area J; the constraint (2.17) is
for the generation capacity of generating units within Area J. As we discussed earlier,
including the wind generation scenarios would lead to a significant increase in size and
complexity of the scheduling problems. In order to effectively decompose the regional
stochastic SCUC subproblems into a base case subproblem and multiple scenarios
subproblems, we reformulate the problem (2.15)-(2.16) as follows,

NS

Min  J0 FJ ( I J0 , PJ0 )    Js FJ ( I Js , PJs )
s 1

(2.18)

s.t.
For base case subproblem:
0
H 0J I 0J  L0J P J0  M 0J Ptie
 e 0J

(2.19)

Pmin, J  I 0J  P J0  Pmax, J  I 0J

(2.20)

J

For scenario subproblems:
s
H sJ I sJ  LsJ PJs  M sJ Ptie
 e sJ
J

s  0

(2.21)

Pmin, J  I sJ  P Js  Pmax, J  I sJ

s  0

(2.22)

Pmin, J  I sJ  PJ0, s  Pmax, J  I sJ

s  0

(2.23)

Coupling constraints:
PJ0  PJ0, s

s  0

(2.24)

As evidenced by (2.18), the objective function of each individual area’s stochastic
SCUC can be divided into a base case term along with multiple scenarios terms. Also, in
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order to make the problem (2.15)-(2.17) decomposable, the prevailing constraints (2.16)
and (2.17) can be further divided into two groups of constraints, one for base case
constraints (2.19)-(2.20) and the other one for scenarios constraints (2.21)-(2.23).
However, since the vector of generating units’ status in base case constraints ( I 0J ) and
scenarios constraints ( I sJ ) are not coupled to each other, one can find that the status of
generating units in the base case and scenarios subproblems may not be equal to each other.
Avoiding this issue, we have introduced a new set of continuous variables ( PJ0, s ) for each
scenario, which can be regarded as the duplication of the generating units’ outputs in the
base case ( PJ0 ), and a net set of constraints shown by (2.23) in the problem. Mathematically
speaking, once these duplicated variables become equal to their corresponding values in
the base case subproblem (the equality (2.24g) holds), the vectors of generating units’
statuses ( I 0J and I sJ ) become accordingly equal to each other. Now, the coupling constraint
(2.24) is formulated to create the relationship between the base case and scenarios in Area
J.
2.4.3

Regional SCUC Formula
In the previous subsection III.A and III.B, we have introduced two different sets of

coupling constraints: one (2.11)-(2.12) for inter-regional decomposition in which we
divided a large-scale stochastic SCUC into multiple regional stochastic SCUC
subproblems, and the other (2.24) for intra-regional decomposition in which each regional
stochastic SCUC subproblem is decomposed into multiple smaller subproblems (one for
each scenario). Here, the augmented Lagrangian relaxation method is employed to relax
the coupling constraints (2.11)-(2.12) and (2.24) by adding them as a first-order and
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second-order penalty functions into the objective function (2.1). Further, auxiliary problem
principle (APP) [58] is adopted to handle the coupling terms (second-order penalty
functions) in the obtained Lagrangian objective function. Consequently, the regional base
case problem of Area J is obtained as follows,
Min

 J0 FJ ( I J0 , PJ0 )

2 
0, n 1 
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    Pg0   gs   Pg0, n 1  Pg0, s, n 1 Pg0
s  0 g 1

(2.25)

Subject to (2.19), (2.20), (2.10) and (2.13) for base case (s=0).
In addition, the regional subproblems of Area J associated with scenario s is written
as follows:
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(2.26)

Subject to (2.21)-(2.23), (2.10) and (2.13) for scenario s (s≠0).
Note that the variables PL k _ from, J and PL k _ to, J in (2.25) and (2.26) are the estimated
contribution of Area J to the power flow of tie line k that is not connected to Area J , from
the viewpoint of the tie line k’s sending-end and receiving-end areas, respectively. In both
(2.25) and (2.26), parameters  and  are the first order penalty functions’ multipliers;
and the parameter  is the positive second-order penalty functions’ multipliers. The
superscript n-1 in (2.25) and (2.26) is used to indicate the values which are obtained from
the previous iteration.
Similarly, the regional SCUC base case and scenarios problem formula for all other
areas can be formulated without any difficulties. Finally, as shown in Fig. 2.3 the original
multi-area stochastic SCUC problem is decomposed into multiple scalable and tractable
subproblems in terms of both areas and scenarios.
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Figure 2.3

Decomposition structure of the proposed fully parallel solution.

2.4.4

Stochastic Multi-Area SCUC Solution Procedure
The major solution steps for the implementation of the proposed inter/intra-regional

decomposition and coordination strategies are shown in Fig. 2.4.
These steps are summarized as follows:
•

Step 1: Set the iteration index n=0 and choose initial values for all exchanged
information (e.g. tie-lines power flows’ components and generating units’
outputs).

•

Step 2: Set n=n+1, solve the regional subproblems (2.25) and (2.26) all in
parallel using the updated information from other areas and/or base
case/scenarios subproblems.

•

Step 3: Check the following stopping criteria:
•

Stopping criterion 1: Each area’s contribution to the tie-line power flow (
PLtie, ) should have almost same value as its contribution which is expected

by its other areas ( PLtie, ).
s, n

PLstie, n,  PL tie,  1

•

s, 

(2.27)

Stopping criterion 2: The outputs of generating units in the base case
subproblems should be almost equal to their duplications in the scenario
subproblems.
Pg0, n  Pg0, s, n   2

s, g  NG , 
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(2.28)

•

Step 4: If the above stopping criteria are met, then stop the solution
procedure; otherwise, update the penalty multipliers using (2.29)-(2.31) and
go to Step 2.
s ,n 
s ,n 1
s ,n
n  s ,n
 tie
,   tie,    PLtie,  PL tie, 





 gs, n 1   gs, n   n Pg0, n  Pg0, s, n



s, 

s, g  NG , 

 n 1   n  

where   1 .

Figure 2.4

Flowchart of the proposed parallel approach.
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(2.29)
(2.30)
(2.31)

2.5

Case Studies
In this section, the modified IEEE 118-bus testing system is employed to illustrate

the effectiveness of the proposed parallel stochastic multi-area SCUC approach [66]. For
all case studies, the initial values of exchanged information in (2.25) and (2.26) are set to
0 (flat start), and the thresholds for stopping criteria (2.27) and (2.28) are 1   2  0.1 MW .
Also,  and  are set to 0.05 and 1.01, respectively. All simulations are conducted on a
2.8 GHz personal computer, and the ILOG CPLEX 12.6.3 solver is employed to solve the
resulted optimization problems.
Table 2.1

Areas

Individual areas’ information in the IEEE 118-bus testing system

# of
# of
# of
Thermal Wind
Buses
Units
Units

# of Max Gen.
Bran.
(MW)

Peak
Demand
(MW)

# of Tie Lines between
Areas
Area 1 Area 2 Area 3

Area 1

42

19

4

57

46,800

33,488.5

N/A

7

0

Area 2

48

20

4

75

83,520

54,639.5

7

N/A

5

Area 3

28

15

2

43

42,960

22,024.4

0

5

N/A
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Figure 2.5

One-line diagram of the IEEE 118-bus testing system with three individual areas.

The one-line diagram of the studied IEEE 118-bus testing system is shown in Fig.
2.5 where the system compasses three individual areas. More information regarding the
areas’ properties are given in Table 2.1. In this system, Area 1 is connected to Area 2
through 7 tie lines; Area 2 is connected to Area 3 through 5 tie lines, and no tie lines
between Area 1 and Area 3. In this study, the IEEE 118-bus testing system encompasses
10 wind generating units. Here, to achieve a more accurate random distribution, the Monte
Carlo Simulation (MCS) along with Latin hypercube sampling technique is employed to
generate 1000 wind power generation scenarios [14]. These scenarios will represent
possible realizations of the stochastic process during day-ahead scheduling of
interconnected power systems. Then, to reduce the number of generated scenarios to
different numbers for testing (e.g. 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 scenarios in case studies), the wellknown K-means clustering algorithm is employed since it has been widely utilized by
researchers to cluster a huge amount of physical processes data into fewer numbers due to
its simplicity and good performance [67], [68]. However, any other scenario
generation/reduction methods with acceptable accuracy could be used here to
generate/reduce corresponding scenarios which can be used as inputs to our work. The
following three cases are discussed:
Case 1: Deterministic Multi-Area Coordination: In this case, the expected outputs
of wind generating units are used for the base case. Since no wind scenario is considered
in the problem, three areas are required to coordinate their operating condition together just
for the deterministic condition. Fig. 2.6 depicted the trend of the change in the total power
mismatch (absolute value) of (2.27) across the entire interconnected power system. As we
can see, the proposed parallel method converges and all stopping criteria (2.27) are met
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after 78 iterations. The obtained total operating cost of interconnected power systems is
$1,584,426 which is just 0.25% higher than the operating cost of the conventional
centralized solution.

Figure 2.6

Total power mismatch of (2.27) during the iterative solution procedure

Here, in order to further discuss the convergence performance of the proposed
decentralized method, a comparison between the actual and expected/estimated
components (or contributions) of the power flow in the tie-line 70-69 (connecting Area 1
and Area 2) at Hour 18 is provided in Figs. 2.7-2.9. According to (2.9), for an
interconnected power system with three areas, the tie-line’s power flow consists of three
components. Therefore, from the viewpoint of Area 1, the power flow of tie-line 69-70 (
PL70 691 ) and its components can be shown as follows:
PL70  691  PL60  79,1  PL 60  79,2  PL 60  79,3
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(2.32)

where PL6079,1 is the contribution of Area 1 to the power flow of tie-line 69-70, PL 6079,2
and PL 6079,3 are the expected/estimated contributions of Area 2 and Area 3 to the power
flow of tie-line 69-70 from the viewpoint of Area 1.

Figure 2.7

Comparison between the actual contribution of Area 1 to the power flow of
tie-line 70-69 from the viewpoint of Area 1 ( PL70 69,1 ) and the contribution
of Area 1 expected/estimated by Area 2 ( PL 70 69,1 ).
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Figure 2.8

Comparison between the contribution of Area 2 to the power flow of tie-line
70-69 which is expected/estimated by Area 1 ( PL70 69,2 ) and the actual
contribution of Area 2 from the viewpoint of Area 2 ( PL 70 69,2 ).

Figure 2.9

Comparison between the contribution of Area 3 to the power flow of tie-line
70-69 which is expected/estimated by Area 1 ( PL70 69,3 ) and the contribution
of Area 3 from the viewpoint of Area 3 ( PL 70 69,3 ).
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Mathematically speaking, when a converged result is obtained, these three
components (or contributions) should be equal to their corresponding expected/actual
contributions

calculated

PL 70  69,2  PL70  69,2 ,

by

other

neighboring

areas:

PL7069,1  PL 7069,1 ,

and PL 70 69,3  PL70 69,3 , where PL 70 69,1 is the expected contribution

of Area 1 to the power flow of tie-line 70-69 from the viewpoint of Area 2; PL7069,2 and
PL7069,3

are the actual contributions of Area 2 and Area 3 to the power flow of tie-line 69-

70. As the simulation results shown in Figs. 2.7-2.9, as the iteration number of the proposed
decentralized method increases, the gap between above actual and expected/estimated
values decreases. Finally, at iteration 78, all the stopping criteria will be met.

Case 2: System Operation under Wind Uncertainty without Multi-Area
Coordination: In this case, let us assume that the generating units’ status obtained from
Case 1 (deterministic) is used; and also the power flows through tie-lines are fixed to their
values calculated by Case 1. As a result, each individual area can be considered as an
autonomous entity and is required to locally handle its’ local power mismatch resulted by
the deviation between the expected and real wind power generation. As an example, during
wind scenario No. 1, Areas 1 and 3 can successfully balance their power mismatches
locally. However, Area 2 has to perform load shedding of 2.42 WM and 34.95 MW at
Hours 9 and 13, respectively. Fig. 2.10 depicts the total generations, demands, and load
shedding amounts across the interconnected power systems at Hour 13.
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Figure 2.10

Total generations (G), demands (D), and load shedding amounts (LS) in
each individual area under wind scenario (s=1) at Hour 13

Case 3: With Inter/Intra-Regional Coordination: for this case study, three areas can
coordinate their operating points with each other for all scenarios. Table 2.2 lists the results
of the proposed parallel approach for a different number of the wind generation scenarios,
including the total operating cost of the interconnected power systems, the required number
of iterations, and the execution time. Table 2.2 shows that the total operating cost of the
interconnected power systems, calculated using our proposed parallel approach, is close to
its centralized ones while considering 1, 2, and 5 scenarios. Note that the conventional
centralized approach cannot handle the stochastic multi-area SCUC problem with 10 and
20 scenarios due to the size and complexity of the problem. However, using our proposed
parallel approach, the converged results for these two cases can be obtained in 241 and 244
iterations, respectively.
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Table 2.2

Stochastic multi-area SCUC results

Decentralized
Centralized
# of
Gap (%)
# of
Total Cost Exe. time
scenarios Total Cost Exe. time
($)
(sec.) iterations
($)
(sec.)
0

1,584,426

45.6

78

1,579,826

4.5

0.30

1

1,585,130

71.4

69

1,580,390

5.11

0.29

2

1,585,189

89.1

90

1,581,699

48.20

0.22

5

1,592,444

151.2

127

1,589,967

583.61

0.15

10

1,600,276

344.9

241

N/A

N/A

N/A

20

1,621,020

562.5

244

N/A

N/A

N/A

To further show the convergence performance of the proposed parallel approach,
the percentage of the converged inter/intra-regional coupling constraints (2.27) and (2.28)
for different numbers of scenarios is shown in Fig. 2.11. As we can see, with an increase
in the number of scenarios, the number of coupling constraints introduced in the problem
formulation increases significantly. As an example, the case with 20 scenarios has 203,904
coupling constraints. Thus, the solution procedure may need a higher number of iterations
to get the converged result. As Fig. 2.11 illustrates, roughly after running 50 iterations,
more than 95% percent of the coupling constraints for all five studied cases are converged.
Then, extra iterations are required for these cases to satisfy all inter/intra-regional coupling
constraints.
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Figure 2.11

Converged percentage of the inter/intra-regional coupling constraints over the 118 bus interconnected power systems.

Also, Table 2.3 shows the transferring power between individual areas under 20
different scenarios (plus base case 0) at Hour 18. As we can see, due to volatile nature of
wind power generation, the transferring power between individual areas is different for
each scenario, which makes it possible for the system operator to retain an economic and
secure operating condition during any of these scenarios for the interconnected power
systems.
Table 2.3

Individual areas’ exchanging power under 20 scenarios
Net Power Flow Between

Scenario No.

Area 1 & 2
(MW)

Area 2 & 3
(MW)

0

-244.5

-134.2

1

-243.5

2

Net Power Flow Between
Scenario No.

Area 1 & 2
(MW)

Area 2 & 3
(MW)

11

-241.7

-132.8

-133.8

12

-243.6

-133.0

-244.2

-134.2

13

-244.3

-134.2

3

-242.6

-133.3

14

-244.1

-134.0

4

-240.3

-132.0

15

-246.6

-135.5

5

-240.5

-132.1

16

-245.6

-134.1

6

-241.6

-132.0

17

-240.5

-132.7

7

-239.9

-131.4

18

-238.6

-131.1

8

-242.1

-134.8

19

-241.7

-132.8

9

-244.0

-135.9

20

-244.3

-134.2

10

-244.8

-134.1

-

-

-
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2.6

Conclusion
The system operators are responsible for a reliable and secure operation of power

systems. In this chapter, a decentralized solution method based stochastic multi-area
scheduling problem is presented and discussed where the individual areas cooperate with
each other to find the optimal operating point in an interconnected power system with
large-scale wind power integration. In the proposed approach, two different decomposition
strategies are presented to first divide the original large-scale SMA-SCUC problem into
multiple local stochastic SCUC problems; and then divide the local stochastic SCUC
problem into multiple subproblems, one for the base case and one for each scenario. Using
this approach, the system operators will be able to solve their local optimization problems
all in parallel, thus, the overall solution procedure can be accelerated. The numerical tests
on the modified IEEE 118-bus testing system justified the effectiveness of the proposed
approach. The results verified that using the proposed inter/intra-regional coordination
strategies, the optimal operating condition over the entire interconnected power system can
be achieved while mitigating uncertainties due to the large-scale wind energy integration.
The proposed modeling strategies and parallel solution framework could be also
used to 1) conduct a rapid analysis on reliability and economics of large-scale power
system considering multiple scenarios within multiple areas over multiple periods; 2)
promote coordination and interaction between regional power systems; 3) identify how
power system operations are affected by the integration of wind energy, and thus, 4)
facilitate a higher penetration of large-scale wind energy into power grids.
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CHAPTER III
GLOBAL DECENTRALIZED TRANSMISSION LINE SWITCHING CONSIDERING
N-1 RELIABILITY CRITERION
3.1

Brief Overview
Independent system operators (ISOs) are responsible for the secure and economic

operation of power systems. Accordingly, ISOs should solve an optimal power flow (OPF)
to minimize the operating cost of the system while meeting the systems’ security limits.
However, transmission congestion could drastically limit more economical generating
units from being dispatched in real-time operation of the power systems. In this chapter,
global transmission switching (GTS) is introduced as a corrective action in real-time
operation of multi-area power systems to manage the congestion both in regional
transmission lines and tie lines while respecting N-1 reliability criterion. Our proposed
methodology relies on decentralized optimization methodology. Thus, regional control
centers in areas would be able to locally manage congestion within their regional network
as well as tie lines which connect them to their neighboring areas. In order to test the
effectiveness of the proposed method, several test systems are studied in this chapter.
3.2

Objectives
Recently, distributed/decentralized solution methodologies have been introduced

as effective approaches to solving the large-scale problems with an enormous number of
decision variables and prevailing constraints. In these approaches, the primary problem is
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mainly being divided into multiple smaller problems so-called as subproblems [58] and
[59]. These subproblems normally contain a fewer number of the decision variables in their
problem formulations; thus, are easier to be solved and need lower computational efforts.
In distributed/decentralized solution approaches, the final solution point for the primary
problem can be found using the solution coordination between the subproblems, either in
a sequential or parallel manner [58].
Therefore, the above discussions motivated us to propose a decentralized solution
algorithm based GTS as a corrective action to mitigate/manage the transmission congestion
during real-time operation of multi-area power systems, which is for both regional
transmission lines (intra-regional congestion management) and tie lines (inter-regional
congestion management) while respecting N-1 criterion over the entire interconnected
power systems. In addition, the proposed solution methodology could also be used to
accelerate the solution process of the large-scale OTS problem of a power system with
single operator/owner by dividing it into several smaller sub-problems. In this chapter, a
decentralized multi-area shift factor based global optimal transmission line switching
scheme is used, which requires the minimum data exchange between areas. The
contributions of this chapter in terms of proposed decentralized GTS approach and its
implementation are summarized as follows:
•

Decentralized GTS Approach: Despite [47]–[57], [64] which determined
the optimal transmission switching actions for the power systems which are
run by a single operator, our proposed decentralized GTS congestion
management scheme can support the operation of multi-area power
systems. Here, each individual area, as an autonomous entity, can perform
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the switching action for its regional transmission lines. In addition, the
proposed coordination enables the system operators in different areas to
work together to optimally decide whether their tie line should be ON
service or switched-off. The proposed decentralized solution methodology
can respect the information privacy between areas. Here, in order to provide
coordination between areas, instead of exchanging the commercially
sensitive information such as generations, networks, and loads, each
individual area is required just to share its equivalent (or processed)
boundary information.
•

Fully Parallel Implementation: Unlike the widely used solution approaches,
such as the centralized solution that solves a single MIP model with all
variables and constraints together [49] and the Benders decomposition
methodology that sequentially coordinate the line switching master problem
and multiple optimal power flow subproblems for both base case and
contingencies via Benders cuts [51], the proposed solution method
simultaneously solves the base case and contingency OTS subproblems,
which can fully utilize the parallel computing techniques to improve the
computational efficiency of GTS problem.

3.3

Modeling of Multi-Area based GTS
To better introduce the proposed multi-area based GTS model, this section firstly

discusses a multi-area security constrained OPF (SCOPF) problem using shift factors
without considering the transmission line switching actions. Then, the proposed regional
and tie lines switching formula will be further incorporated into this SCOPF model.
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3.3.1

Modeling of Contingency-Constrained Multi-Area SCOPF using Shift
Factors
As shown in Fig. 3.1a, a power system with two areas is utilized to present the

multi-area SCOPF model. The same idea can be easily extended to an interconnected
power system with multiple areas. The studied power system consists of two individual
areas (J and K) and these areas are connected together through Tie line j-k (can be a group
of tie lines j-k). For this system, the generic two-area SCOPF problem formula can be
expressed as follows:
Min CTJ PJ0  CTK PK0

(3.1)

1T  (PJ0  PK0 )  1T  (DJ  DK )

(3.2)

Pmin, J  PJ0  Pmax, J

(3.3)

Pmin, K  PK0  Pmax, K

(3.4)

s.t.

PL min  PLctgc (PJ0 , D J , PK0 , D K )  PL max

ctgc

(3.5)

where the superscript ctgc means the contingency (ctgc=0 for the base case); C J and C K
are the vectors of generating units’ costs, PJ0 and PK0 are the vectors of generating units’
outputs in Areas J and K, respectively; D J and D K are the vectors of demands within
Areas J and K, respectively, PLctgc is the vector of transmission lines’ power flows under
the contingency. The objective function (3.1) is to minimize the total cost of dispatching
the generating units in both Areas J and K; (3.2) indicates the active power balance across
the interconnected power system; the constraints (3.3) and (3.4) are the capacity limits of
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generating units in Areas J and K, respectively. The constraint (3.5) is for the power flow
limits of both regional and tie lines during the contingency.

Figure 3.1

An interconnected power system with two areas.

In order to decompose the problem formulation of these two areas from each other,
as shown in Fig. 3.1b, the tie-line power flow can be modeled as a pseudo load and a pseudo
generation connected to bus j and bus k, respectively. Therefore, the active power balance
for each individual area can be formulated as follows:
1T  (PJ0  D J )  1T  PLctgc
tie

ctgc

(3.6)

1T  (PK0  D K )  1T  PLctgc
tie

ctgc

(3.7)

where PLctgc
tie is the vector of power flows in tie-lines during contingency ctgc. In above
equations, the local active power balance of Area J and K are shown in (3.6) and (3.7),
respectively. In addition, the power flow in regional transmission line inside areas can be
formulated as:
PLctgc
 SFJctgc (PJ0  D J  J tie  PLctgc
tie )
J
1T  (PK0  D K )  1T  PLctgc
tie
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ctgc
ctgc

(3.8)
(3.9)

where PLctgc
and PLctgc
are the power flow in regional transmission lines in Area J and K
J
K
associated with contingency ctgc, respectively; SFJctgc and

SFKctgc are the regional shift factor

of Area J and K associated with contingency ctgc, respectively; J tie and K tie are the tie
lines to regional buses incident matrices of Area J and K, respectively. As we can see from
(3.6)-(3.9), the individual areas’ active power balances, as well as regional transmission
lines' power flows, are directly related to the tie-line power flow. Therefore, in order to
fully decompose the SCOPF problem into two separable regional SCOPF problems, the
key thing is how to model the tie-line power flow. Using the global shift factor, the tie-line
power flow can be calculated as follows:
ctgc 0
PLctgc
tie  GSFtie ( P  D)



ctgc
 GSFtie
,J



0
ctgc  PJ  D J 
GSFtie

,K  0
PK  D K 

(3.10)

ctgc
ctgc
0
0
 GSFtie
, J ( PJ  D J )  GSFtie, K ( PK  D K ) ctgc
ctgc
where GSFtie
is the global shift factor of tie lines, and its submatrices

ctgc
ctgc
GSFtie,
J and GSFtie, K

are associated with Area J and K, respectively, under different (line) contingencies.
According to (3.10), the power flow in tie line consists of two terms, one purely from each
area. These terms are so-called as “the contribution of each area to the tie-line power flow”
throughout this chapter. Accordingly, the contribution of Area J to the tie-line power flow
is

ctgc
0
GSFtie
, J ( PJ  D J )

and the contribution of Area K to the tie-line power flow is equal to

ctgc
0
GSFtie
, K (PK  D K ) .
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3.3.2

Integration of Switchable Line Model into SCOPF
Note that the above equations (3.8)-(3.10) are valid just for the pre-switching

condition. Once the line switching action has been taken, both regional shift factors ( SFJctgc
and

SFKctgc )

ctgc
and global shift factors of tie lines ( GSFtie,
J and

ctgc
GSFtie,
K)

will have to be

updated. Thus, equations (3.8)-(3.10) cannot be used further to calculate either the regional
power flows or the tie line power flows for the post-switching condition. In order to tackle
these issues, a shift factor based switchable transmission line model [64] which is
independent of the network topology (or the status of switchable transmission lines) is
utilized in this chapter; thus, we can use the shift factor of the pre-switching network to
model the power flows before and after performing the switching actions. More precisely,
using this modeling scheme, the SCOPF problem with changeable network topology will
be transformed into the SCOPF problem with the change in pseudo units’ status. Therefore,
as shown in Fig. 3.2, the transmission line switching actions within the two-area power
system can be modeled by adding two pseudo generating units to both endings of the
switchable transmission line (e.g. regional transmission lines m-n in Area J and p-q in Area
K, as well as the tie line j-k).

Figure 3.2

Switchable transmission line modeling in the two-area power system.
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Accordingly, the Area J’s active power balance (3.6), as well as the power flows in
its regional transmission lines (3.8) can be reformulated as follows (for the sake of
simplification on the notations, we assume all lines are switchable):
ctgc
1T  (PJ0  D J )  1T  ΔPJctgc  1T  ΔPtie
 1T  PLctgc
tie ctgc

(3.11)

ctgc 0
ctgc
PLctgc
 J tie  PLctgc
tie
J  SFJ (PJ  D J  I J  ΔPJ

(3.12)
ctgc
 J tie  ΔPtie
)  PL max, J  Z J  M (1  Z J )

ctgc

ΔPJctgc  PLctgc
 M  Z J ctgc
J

(3.13)

ΔPJctgc  M (1  Z J ) ctgc

(3.14)

where PLctgc
is the vector of power flows in regional lines in Area J during contingency
J
ctgc, SFJctgc is the regional shift factor matrix associated with Area J at contingency ctgc;
I J is the pseudo units for regional transmission line switching to Area J’s buses incident

matrix; J tie is the pseudo units for tie line switching to Area J’s buses incident matrix;
ctgc
PJctgc , Ptie

are the vectors of pseudo active power injections/withdraws in Area J during

contingency ctgc; Z J is the status of the regional switchable transmission lines in Area J
(1=On; 0=Switched-off); and the M is a big positive value. In (3.11)-(3.14), the regional
active power balance of Area J is represented by (3.11), the constraint (3.12) restricts the
power flow in regional switchable transmission lines to PLmax when the line is on service
( Z J  1 ) and is relaxed (limit to big M) when the transmission line is switched-off ( Z J  0
) for all contingencies. As discussed earlier, when the line is switched-off, the power flow
in the regional line PLctgc
should be equal to PJctgc , thus the physical law of the power
J
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system can be respected. In order to satisfy this requirement, we introduce the constraints
(3.13) and (3.14) where the pseudo generation PJctgc is relaxed when the line is on and is
equal to PLctgc
when the line is switched-off. In addition, these constraints ensure that when
J
the switchable transmission line is ON service, the corresponding fictitious generation
PJctgc

would be equal to zero.
Similarly, the Area K’s active power balance (3.7) and the power flows in its

regional transmission lines (3.9) can be reformulated as (3.15)-(3.18):
ctgc
1T  (PK0  D K )  1T  ΔPKctgc  1T  ΔPtie
 1T  PLctgc
tie ctgc

(3.15)

ctgc 0
ctgc
ctgc
PLctgc
K  SFK (PK  D K  I K  ΔPK  K tie  PL tie

(3.16)
ctgc
 K tie  ΔPtie
)  PL max, K  Z K  M (1  Z K )

ctgc

ΔPKctgc  PLctgc
K  M  Z K ctgc

(3.17)

ΔPKctgc  M (1  Z K ) ctgc

(3.18)

Further, the tie-line power flow (3.10) can be reformulated as:
ctgc 0
ctgc
ctgc
PLctgc
 J tie  ΔPtie
)
tie  GSFtie, J (PJ  D J  I J  ΔPJ

ctgc
ctgc
ctgc
0
 GSFtie
, K (PK  D K  I K  ΔPK  K tie  ΔPtie )

(3.19)

 PL max, tie  Z tie  M (1  Z tie )
ctgc
ΔPtie
 PLctgc
tie  M  Z tie ctgc

(3.20)

ctgc
ΔPtie
 M (1  Z tie ) ctgc

(3.21)
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where the constraint (3.19) represents the tie lines’ power flow limits using the global shift
ctgc
factors ( GSFtie,
J and

ctgc
GSFtie,
K)

and incorporating pseudo active power injections ( ΔPJctgc ,

ctgc
ΔPKctgc and ΔPtie
); the constraints

(3.20) and (3.21) ensure that in case of tie line switching

Ztie (1=On; 0=Switched-off), the physical law of the power system is respected.

3.4

Decomposition and Coordination Strategies
Note that the tie-line power flow (3.19) consists of two terms where each is purely

a function of generations and consumptions either in Area J or K. Therefore, the operating
conditions of these two areas are still coupled to each other, and thus, the overall problem
formulation is still indecomposable. In this section, we present decomposition and
coordination strategies to implement our proposed multi-area global transmission line
switching with N-1 criterion. In order to simplify the model expression, the decomposition
and coordination strategies required by two Areas J and K are presented in this section
(more generic formula for a system with N individual areas can be provided in the revision
as needed).
3.4.1

Modeling of Inter-Regional Coupling Constraints
As indicated by (3.19), the power flow in tie line consists of two terms which are

regarded as the contributions of Areas J and K to the tie-line’s power flow. Therefore, the
tie-line’s power flow constraints from the viewpoint of the Area J can be expressed as,
ctgc

PLctgc
 PLctgc
tie, J  PL tie, K  PLmax, tie  Z tie J  M (1  Z tie J )
tie

(3.22)

ctgc
Ptie
 PLctgc
 M  Z tie J
tie J
J

(3.23)

J
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ctgc
Ptie
 M (1  Z tieJ )

(3.24)

J

ctgc 0
ctgc
PLctgc
 J tie  PLctgc
)
tie, J  GSFJ (PJ  D J  I J  ΔPJ
tie
J

(3.25)

where ZtieJ is the status of the tie line from the viewpoint of the Area J; PLctgc
tieJ is the tieline’s power flow from the viewpoint Area J; Ptiectgc
is the pseudo injection at the tie line
J
ctgc

ending within the Area J; PL tie, K is the estimated (or expected) contribution of the Area K
to the tie-line power flow from the viewpoint of Area J;

PLctgc
tie, J

is the contribution of the

Area J to the tie-line power flow which can be obtained by using its local information
(3.25).
Similarly, the tie-line’s power flow constraints from the viewpoint of the Area K
can be expressed in (3.26)-(3.29).
ctgc

PLctgc
 PL tie, J  PLctgc
tie, K  PLmax, tie  Z tie K  M (1  Z tie K )
tie

(3.26)

ctgc
Ptie
 PLctgc
 M  Z tieK
tie

(3.27)

ctgc
Ptie
 M (1  Z tieK )

(3.28)

K

K

K

K

ctgc
ctgc
ctgc
0
PLctgc
tie, K  GSF K (PK  D K  I K  ΔPK  K tie  PL tieK )

(3.29)

where ZtieK is the status of the tie line from the viewpoint of the Area K; PLctgc
tieK is the tieline’s power flow from the viewpoint of Area K; Ptiectgc
is the pseudo injection at the tie
K
ctgc

line ending within the Area K; PL tie, J is the estimated (or expected) contribution of the
Area J to the tie-line power flow from the viewpoint of Area K; PLctgc
tie, K is the contribution
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of the Area J to the tie-line power flow which can be obtained by using its local information
(3.29).
As the physical law of the power system indicates, in order to get a feasible
operating point over the interconnected power system, the contribution of each area (e.g.
Area J or K) to the tie lines power flow should be equal to what the other area is estimated
(or expected). In addition, equations (3.22)-(3.25) and (3.26)-(3.29) indicate that each area
could individually decide the switching actions on its connected tie lines. However, in order
to make sure that the status of the tie line is the same from viewpoint of both areas J and
K, the pseudo injections at both endings of the tie lines should be equal to each other. These
two facts can be modeled as the following inter-regional coupling constraint (3.30)-(3.32).
ctgc

PLctgc
tie, J  PL tie, J
ctgc

(3.30)

PL tie, K  PLctgc
tie, K

(3.31)

ctgc
ctgc
ΔPtie
 ΔPtie

(3.32)

J

K

where these coupling constraints should be included in the problem formulation of both
areas J and K.
3.4.2

Modeling of Intra-Regional Coupling Constraints
In order to further decompose the regional subproblem into multiple subproblems

(one for the base case and one for each contingency), two separate statuses ( Z 0 and Z ctgc
) for the switchable transmission lines under both base case and contingencies should be
introduced here. As an example, Area J’s subproblem can be rewritten as follows:
Min CTJ PJ0
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(3.33)

Base case constraints:
0
1T  (PJ0  D J )  1T  ΔPJ0  1T  ΔPtie
 1T  PL0tie
J

(3.34)

J

0
PL0J  SFJ0 (PJ0  D J  I J  ΔPJ0  J tie PL0tie  J tie ΔPtie
)  PL max, J  Z 0J  M (1  Z 0J )
J
J

(3.35)

ΔPJ0  PL0J  M  Z 0J

(3.36)

ΔPJ0  M (1  Z 0J )

(3.37)

Pmin, J  PJ0  Pmax, J

(3.38)

0

0
0
PL0tie  PL0tie, J  PLtie, K  PLmax, tie  Ztie
 M (1  Ztie
)
J

J

0
0
Ptie
 PL0tie  M  Z tie
J

J

J

(3.40)

J

0
0
Ptie
 M (1  Z tie
)
J

(3.41)

J

0
PL0tie, J  GSFJ0 (PJ0  D J  I J  ΔPJ0  J tie  ΔPtie
)
J

(3.42)

0

PL0tie, J  PL tie, J

(3.43)

0

PL tie, K  PL0tie, K
0
0
ΔPtie
 ΔPtie
J

(3.39)

(3.44)
(3.45)

K

Contingencies constraints:
0, ctgc

1T  (P J

ctgc
 D J )  1T  ΔPJctgc  1T  ΔPtie
 1T  PLctgc
tie
J

0, ctgc

ctgc
PLctgc
J  SFJ (P J

J

(3.46)

 D J  I J  ΔPJctgc  J tie  PLctgc
tie
J

(3.47)
ctgc
 J tie  ΔPtie
 PL max, J  Z ctgc
 M (1  Z ctgc
J
J )
J
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ΔPJctgc  PLctgc
 M  Z ctgc
J
J

(3.48)

ΔPJctgc  M (1  Z ctgc
J )

(3.49)

0,ctgc

Pmin, J  P J

(3.50)

 Pmax, J

ctgc

ctgc
ctgc
PLctgc
 PLctgc
tie, J  PLtie, K  PLmax, tie  Z tie  M (1  Z tie )
tie

(3.51)

ctgc
ctgc
Ptie
 PLctgc
 M  Z tie
tie

(3.52)

ctgc
ctgc
Ptie
 M (1  Z tie
)

(3.53)

J

J

J

J

J

J

J

J

0,ctgc

ctgc
PLctgc
(P J
tie, J  GSFJ

ctgc
 D J  I J  ΔPJctgc  J tie  ΔPtie
)
J

ctgc

PLctgc
tie, J  PL tie, J

(3.54)
(3.55)

ctgc

PL tie, K  PLctgc
tie, K

(3.56)

ctgc
ctgc
ΔPtie
 ΔPtie

(3.57)

J

0, ctgc

ΔP J

0, ctgc

 PL J

0,ctgc

ΔP J

0, ctgc

ΔPtie J

 M  Z ctgc
J

 M (1  Z ctgc
J )
0, ctgc

 PL tie J

0,ctgc

ΔPtieJ

K

(3.59)

ctgc
 M  Z tie
J

ctgc
 M (1  Z tie
)
J

(3.58)

(3.60)

(3.61)

Coupling Constraints:
0, ctgc

ΔPJ0  ΔP J
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(3.62)

0,ctgc

PL0J  PL J

(3.63)

0,ctgc

PJ0  P J

(3.64)

0,ctgc

0
ΔPtie
 ΔPtieJ

(3.65)

J

0,ctgc

PL0tie  PL tieJ
J

0,ctgc

where ΔP J

0,ctgc

, PL J

0,ctgc

, PJ

0,ctgc

(3.66)

ctgc  0
0,ctgc

, ΔP tieJ , and PL tieJ

are the duplications of the variables

0
ΔPJ0 , PL0J , PJ0 , ΔPtie
, and PL0tie in base case, respectively. The objective function (3.33)
J

J

is to minimize the total production cost of Area J; (3.34) is the Area J’s local power balance
for the base case. The constraints (3.35)-(3.37) ensure that when the regional transmission
0
line is switched off (ZJ=0), the base case power flow through the line PL J follows the

Kirchhoff's circuit laws (a shift factors based power flow representation) and equals to the
0
pseudo generation ΔPJ with a limit free. The constraint (3.38) is for the generation limits

in base case. The constraints (3.39)-(3.45) model the tie-line power flow in base case which
has been discussed in section III.A. Similarly, the constraints (3.46)-(3.57) are for the
0,ctgc

contingency cases. The trick of the model is that once the duplications ΔP J
0,ctgc

ΔP tieJ

, and

0,ctgc

PL tieJ

0,ctgc

, PL J

,

appearing in the contingency constraint (3.58)-(3.61) are equal to the

0
0
0
variables ΔPJ , PL J , ΔPtie
, and PL0tieJ used in the base case constraints (in other words,
J

once the set of coupling constraints expressed by (3.62)-(3.66) are satisfied), the status of
the switchable lines obtained from the contingency is equal to that from the base case (
Z J0  Z Jctgc

ctgc
0
 Z tie
and Z tie
) In addition, the generation outputs in the contingency cases are
J

J
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0,ctgc

going to be equal to that in the base case by PJ0  P J

. Therefore, the constraints (3.62)-

(3.66) are the intra-regional coupling constraints associated with Area J which connect the
operating condition of Area J’s base case to its contingency subproblems.
In this subsection, the auxiliary problem principle (APP) [58] is utilized to fully
decompose the coupling constraints (3.30)-(3.32) (or (3.43)-(3.45) and (3.55)-(3.57)) and
(3.62)-(3.66) by adding them as a first and second order penalty functions into the objective
function of regional SF based GTS formula. So, we get
1. Regional SF based GTS Formulation for Base Case: The regional SF based GTS
subproblem for Area J is

T

T

Min C  PJ    X

0T



~ 0, n 1 
0
0, n 1

 X 0

X  Ψ   X
X






0

(3.67)




~ 0, ctgc, n 1 


0T
0  ctgc
0, n 1
0



   Y Y  Ω
 Y
Y
Y 





ctgc  0 





T

subject to (3.34)-(3.42).
2. Regional SF based GTS Formulation for Contingency Subproblems: The regional SF
based GTS subproblem for Area J’s contingency subproblems is obtained as follows:
T

Min   X

ctgcT

X

ctgc



~ ctgc, n 1 
 X ctgc
 Ψ ctgc    X ctgc, n 1  X







(3.68)
T
~ 0, ctgc ~ 0, ctgc

  Y

Y

T



~ 0, ctgc, n 1  ~ 0, ctgc
 Y
 Ω ctgc    Y 0, n 1  Y







subject to (3.46)-(3.54).
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In the above (3.67) and (3.68), X0 (or Xctgc ) is on behalf of

PL0tie, J
~0

ctgc

0

, PL tie,K , and
~ ctgc

ctgc
0
ΔPtie
in (3.43)-(3.45) (or PLctgc
in (3.55)-(3.57)); X (or X
tie, J , PL tie, K , and ΔPtie
J

J

0

behalf of PL tie,J ,

PL0tie,K ,

ctgc

0
and ΔPtie
in (3.43)-(3.45) (or PL tie, J ,
K

0

(3.55)-(3.57)); Y is on behalf of
0,ctgc

behalf of ΔP J

0,ctgc

, PL J

0,ctgc

, PJ

ΔPJ0

,

PL0J

,

0
PJ0 , ΔPtie
J

0,ctgc

, and

PLctgc
tie, K ,

PL0tie
J

0,ctgc

ctgc
and ΔPtie
in
K

~ 0, ctgc

in (14); Y

, ΔP tieJ , and PL tieJ in (3.62)-(3.66);

) is on

Ψ, Ω,

is on

and  are

the corresponding APP penalty function multipliers.
3.4.3

SF based GTS solution Procedure
Using the APP method, the final operating point of the interconnected power

system can be obtained through the iterative solution algorithm, represented in Fig. 3.3. In
this solution algorithm, the stopping criterion Error can be calculated as follows:
Error  max( ε 1ctgc , ε ctgc
2 )

(3.69)

where
ε1ctgc

X

ctgc

~ ctgc

X

~ 0,ctgc

ε ctgc
 Y0  Y
2

and the penalty multipliers

Ψ, Ω,

ctgc

(3.70)

(3.71)

ctgc  0

and ρ can be updated as follows:
~ ctgc, n 1

Ψ ctgc,n  Ψ ctgc,n 1  ρ  ( Xctgc,n 1  X

~ 0,ctgc, n 1

Ωctgc, n  Ωctgc, n 1  ρ  (Y 0, n 1  Y
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) ctgc

(3.72)

) ctgc  0

(3.73)

 ctgc, n   ctgc, n 1  

Figure 3.3

3.5

  1

(3.74)

Proposed iterative solution procedure.

Case Studies
In this section, a 6-bus, the modified IEEE 118-bus, and 472-bus test systems are

utilized to show the effectiveness of our proposed decentralized SF based GTS. Here, all
the initial boundary information in (3.67) and (3.68) are set to zero. The threshold for the
stopping criteria (3.69) are   0.1 MW . All test cases are studied on a personal computer
with quad-core 2.8 GHz Intel Core processor and 8GB RAM.
3.5.1

6-bus Test System
This test system, as shown in Fig. 3.4, consists of three generating units, three loads,

and 8 transmission lines. All generators’ and transmission lines’ parameters are shown in
Fig. 3.5. For all case studies,   1 and 

 1.05 .

main results are summarized in Table 3.1:
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The following cases are discussed, and the

Table 3.1

Figure 3.4

Simulation results for 6-bus system for Cases A0-A2
Items

Case A0

Case A1

Case A2

# of Iterations

25

8

23

G1 (MW)

97.50

146.17

150

G2 (MW)

71.47

0

0

G3 (MW)

96.02

118.82

115

Decentralized Cost ($)

7,303.14

5,870.68

5811.18

Centralized Cost ($)

7,303.12

5,870.68

5811.12

Difference ($)

0.02

0

0.02

One-line diagram of a 6-bus test system.

Case A0: No switching action is allowed: The OPF results show that two
transmission lines are congested (the line flow reaches to the line capacity limit, indicated
by red in Fig. 3.5). As a result, the more expensive generating unit G2 has to be utilized to
serve the demand. For this case, the converged result is obtained in 25 iterations while the
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total operating cost of the interconnected power system is $7,303.3 (only $0.2 higher than
the conventional centralized result).
Case A1: Only regional switching actions are allowed: In this case, the regional
transmission lines can be switched-off to remove/alleviate the congestion from the power
system while no tie-line switching actions are allowed. The converged solution is found in
8 iterations using the proposed solution procedure. The result indicates that the
transmission line 1-3 in Area J is switched-off in order to improve the system’s economic
condition. Using this switching action, the total operating cost of the interconnected power
system decreases to $5,870.7 (19.6% less than Case A0) while the difference between the
conventional centralized solution and our proposed decentralized approach is $0.003.
However, since the tie-line 1-5 is still congested, the economic generating unit G1 cannot
be fully dispatched.
Case A2: Both regional and tie-line transmission lines switching are allowed: In
this case, all regional and tie transmission lines are considered as switchable. The proposed
approach converges to its optimal operating point after 23 iterations. The results indicate
that the regional transmission line 1-3 and the tie line 3-6 are switched-off to fully remove
the congestions from the transmission system. Therefore, the total operating cost of the
interconnected power system is reduced to $5,811.18 which is very close to the
conventional centralized result ($5,811.12). Table 3.2 illustrates the convergence
performance of the proposed decentralized SF based GTS over the iterations. For Case A2,
as we can see, the gap between the contribution of each individual area to the power flow
of tie-line 1-5 and the estimated (expected) contribution by its neighboring area (
PLJ ,15  PL J ,15 , and PL K ,15  PLK ,15 ), as well as the gap between the active power
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injections by the pseudo generating units to both endings of tie-line 3-6 ( PLJ ,36  PLK ,36
) decreases as the iteration of the solution procedure increases.
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70

30.770 31.172 19.230 18.358 27.700 27.246

30.768 31.164 19.232 18.370 27.677 27.229

30.702 30.984 19.298 18.683 27.110 26.791

30.613 30.736 19.387 19.116 26.329 26.189

30.531 30.512 19.469 19.509 25.622 25.643 Gap(MW)

8

9

10

11

12

23

22

21

20

19

30.680 30.925 19.320 18.794 26.916 26.642

18

17

7

29.884 29.959 21.406 21.256 23.857 23.777

5

16

30.432 30.450 19.785 19.761 25.412 25.397

29.420 29.345 22.572 22.732 21.932 22.015

4

15

14

13

Iteration

6

29.664 28.119 20.336 23.688 18.081 19.825

13.179

(MW)

3

0

(MW)

PLK ,36

29.304 26.807 19.538 24.515 14.946 17.612

(MW)

PLJ ,36

2

(MW)

PLK ,15

15.757 -15.261 10.170

(MW)

(MW)

PL K ,15

5.460

PL J ,15

PLJ ,15

Iterative results if 6-bus test system.

1

Iteration

Table 3.2
(MW)

PL J ,15

(MW)

PL K ,15

(MW)

PLK ,15

(MW)

PLJ ,36

(MW)

PLK ,36

0.001

0.003

0.002

30.543 30.544 19.457 19.454 25.722 25.720

30.553 30.572 19.447 19.405 25.810 25.788

30.563 30.601 19.437 19.355 25.900 25.858

30.570 30.618 19.430 19.325 25.955 25.900

30.567 30.612 19.433 19.335 25.936 25.885

30.554 30.575 19.446 19.401 25.817 25.794

30.529 30.506 19.471 19.521 25.601 25.627

30.498 30.421 19.502 19.670 25.332 25.420

30.471 30.346 19.529 19.801 25.096 25.238

30.460 30.317 19.540 19.851 25.005 25.167

30.479 30.367 19.521 19.763 25.164 25.290

(MW)

PLJ ,15

3.5.2

Modified IEEE-118-bus Test System
The modified IEEE 118-bus power system encompasses three areas (Area J, K and

M). Area J consists of 42 buses, 57 branches, 19 generating units and 19 load points; Area
K has 48 buses along with 75 branches, 20 generating units and 35 load points; and Area
M includes 28 buses with 43 branches, 15 generating units as well as 24 load points. In
addition, Area J is connected to Area K through 7 tie lines; Area K is connected to Area M
through 5 tie lines, and no tie lines are between Area J and Area M. In this study, the total
of 30 transmission lines is considered as candidates for being switched-off. Also, 10
selected transmission line contingencies are considered. Having set   0.5 and   1.01 ,
the following cases are studied:
Case B0: No switching action is allowed: Using the proposed method, while no
contingency is included in the problem formulation and switching actions are not allowed,
the converged OPF result is obtained after 76 iterations where the total operating cost of
the system is $42,370.0 (and $43.319.2 with including contingencies). Table 3.3 provides
detailed information regarding the operating cost of each area, # of iterations, CPU time,
as well as the comparison between the centralized and our proposed decentralized
solutions.
Case B1: Switching action is allowed: For this case study, up to 30 transmission
lines can be switched-off to remove/manage the congestion from the transmission network.
Thus, 33 subproblems should be solved in parallel at each iteration of the solution
procedure (three subproblems for the base case and 3 for each contingency). In this case,
the proposed decentralized SF based GTS converges to the final operating point after 199
iterations. At this operating point, the total operating cost of the interconnected power
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system decreases to $37,021.2 (12.6% less than Case B0). Note that, the total operating
cost of the system without including contingencies is $36,181.0. As we expected, including
the transmission line contingencies into the solution process of optimal transmission line
switching would lead to higher operating cost. However, the operating condition of the
interconnected power systems is more secure and reliable.
Table 3.3

Simulation results for IEEE 118-bus for Cases B0-B1
Case B0

Items

No ctgc

with ctgc

No ctgc

with ctgc

76

210

135

199

Area J

10,119.5

9,984.4

12,289.2

11,279.9

Area K

26,088.1

27,262.5

17,256.1

18,611.1

Area M

6,162.4

6,072.3

6,635.7

7,130.2

Total

42,370.0

43,319.2

36,181.0

37,021.2

# Swi. action

0

0

11

9

Exe. time (sec.)

1.42

5.90

16.54

27.31

Total cost ($/h)

42,391.8

43,243.8

36,112.7

36,878.2

# Swi. action

0

0

11

9

Exe. time (sec.)

0.32

0.73

0.91

366.3

21.8

75.4

68.3

155.2

# of iteration

Decentralized

Centralized

Operating
Cost ($)

Gap between costs ($)

3.5.3

Case B1

472-Bus Test System
In order to further test the scalability of the proposed method, the 472 bus test

system is studied in this section. This system consists of 4 individual areas, 744 regional
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transmission lines along with 10 tie-lines which connect areas to each other, 216 generating
units, and total hourly load of 11,760 MW. For this case study, it is assumed that the
interconnected power systems should be able to retain its secure and reliable operating
conditions under 10 critical contingencies. The numerical results indicate for the base case
(pre-switching condition), the operating cost of the entire system is $178,516.3. However,
to relieve the congestion from the interconnected power systems, the system operator is
allowed to switched-off up to 120 of transmission lines. Note that, while the conventional
centralized solution methodology fails to solve the proposed GTS problem for this testing
system, when   1 and   1.01 , the proposed fully parallel global optimal transmission line
switching scheme converges after 241 iterations. The results indicate that after switchingoff 38 transmission lines across the interconnected power systems, the total operating cost
of the system can be reduced to $161,842.0 which is 9.3% less than the pre-switching
condition. In addition, Fig. 3.5 illustrated the converged percentage of the intra-regional
coupling constraints (14) for each individual areas.
As the results indicate, roughly after 140 iterations, all intra-regional coupling
constraints are met. However, since the inter-regional constraints (3.43)-(3.45) and (3.55)(3.57) are not fully converged, the solution procedure does not stop. This fact can be seen
in Fig. 3.6 which shows the absolute difference in the tie-line power flows calculated by
neighboring areas. It is evident that the mismatches are relatively high at iteration 140,
however they move toward zero after 241 iterations
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.

Figure 3.5

Converged percentage of intra-regional coupling constraints (3.62)-(3.66) for individual areas in the 472-bus testing
system.

Figure 3.6

3.6

Absolute accumulative errors in calculated tie-lines power flows

Conclusion
The power system operator is responsible for a comprehensive set of actions or

procedures to manage the transmission congestions, which principally consists of
redispatching generating units, controlling load levels as well as altering network topology
so as to establish a system state without violations of network constraints. In this chapter,
in order to effectively manage the transmission congestion in any part of the interconnected
power systems, a global real-time congestion management scheme was presented, in which
each area/system as an autonomous decision-making entity can individually decide to
switch-off its regional transmission lines (intra-regional congestion management), and also
work with other neighboring areas to optimally switch-off the tie lines (inter-regional
congestion management). The proposed work is a real-time congestion management study,
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but can be extended to mitigate the transmission line congestion during day-ahead/hourlyahead scheduling of the interconnected power systems.
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CHAPTER IV
VIRTUAL AREA BASED SMART PARTITIONING AND OPERATION OF LARGESCALE POWER SYSTEMS
4.1

Problem Definition
In operation of the power systems, security-constrained unit commitment (SCUC)

is widely utilized by independent system operators (ISOs) to determine the most economic
set of the generation units that should be on service to provide a reliable and secure source
of the energy to the end consumers. As the size of power systems increase, the complexity
of the model and required execution time for solution process of SCUC problems increases.
Therefore, the conventional SCUC solution methodology, known as centralized solution
methodology, may no longer be fully functional to be applied to the modern complex
SCUC problems. This chapter provides a decentralized solution algorithm for smart
scheduling of generation units which relies on virtual area concept. In this approach, a
large-scale power system will be divided into multiple smaller areas, so-called as virtual
areas. Then, the SCUC problem of virtual areas will be formulated and solved. In order to
find the overall optimal operating point for the entire system, the operating point of each
virtual area is coordinated iteratively with its neighboring areas. Several case studies are
provided and discussed to show the effectiveness of the proposed method.
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4.2

Objectives
In this chapter, we focus on proposing a novel model for power systems’

partitioning and developing decentralized solution algorithm for a power system with a
single operator/owner. The contribution of this chapter, in terms of proposed algorithm and
its computational efficiency, can be summarized as follows:
•

Flexibility: Despite the proposed decentralized solution methodologies provided by
literatures, where the authors have employed the physical connection (geographical
position) between different groups of buses to define the border of areas [8]-[15],
in this chapter we proposed a smart scheduling strategy which provides more
flexibility for the system operators. In our proposed method, the system operator is
allowed to group a certain number of system’s buses together to be considered as
an area where they do not necessarily connected to each other or located in a same
geographic location. In another word, the system operator is capable of partitioning
the power system into different groups of virtual areas without taking into
consideration of the grid topology.

•

Computational Efficiency: Virtual area based smart scheduling provides better
convergence performance compared with geographical based D-SCUC due to
providing a better homogenous generation/load diversity between areas. In our
proposed methodology, in the order to improve the convergence performance of DSCUC problem, the generation units with same operating cost characteristics can
be distributed equally to the different areas regardless of their position in power
system. In addition, despite the geographically based partitioning of the power
system, our proposed method can equally shrink the power system into multiple
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virtual areas, thus each of which may demand almost the same computational effort
to be solved.
•

Reserve Allocation and contingency handling: Despite the literature where the
system’s reserve requirement is omitted from the main problem formulation or each
area/market is required to serve them locally [13]-[16], in this chapter, the reserve
allocation is integrated into the proposed solution methodology. Here, in order to
optimally distribute the required reserve among generating units in different virtual
areas, a method based on decentralized coordination is introduced where each
virtual area, as an autonomous decision-making entity, can individually schedule
its scheduled reserve among its available generating units. In addition, in order to
make sure that the power system can retain its secure operating condition in case of
unscheduled transmission line loss, a coordination based contingency handling
method is introduced here where each virtual area is capable of handling both intraregional and inter-regional contingencies.

4.3

Generic SCUC Formulation
In order to obtain the generic SCUC formula, a typical power system with multiple

generating units and load buses (as shown in Fig. 4.1) is utilized in this section. Here, it is
assumed that a single independent system operator (ISO) is responsible for the operation
of the entire grid. Generally, ISO seeks to minimize the total operating cost of the entire
system while satisfying the generating units and network’s prevailing constraints. The
generic objective function of SCUC can be formulated as,
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Min

NT NG

  Fi  Pi ,t , I i ,t   SUD i ,t

t 1 i 1

(4.1)

where Pi,t , Ii,t , SUDi,t are generating unit’s i active power output, its corresponding status
(ON or OFF), and its startup/shutdown cost at time t, corresponding; NG is the total number
of generating units; NT is the studies horizon of the time. In (4.1), the first term of the
objective function is the total operating cost of the generating units and the second term is
the startup/shut down cost of the generation units. The generic SCUC problem is mainly
subject to the following three major groups of constraints:

Figure 4.1

A simple power system with multiple load and generation.

1. Unit Constraints
Pimin I i,t  Pi,t  Ri,t  Pimax I i,t i  1,  , NG i  1,  , NT 

(4.2)

i  1,, NG i  1,, NT 

(4.3)

0  Ri ,t  Rimax I i ,t
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Pi,t-1  Pi,t  I i,t-1 RU i  I i,t  I i,t 1 SU i  Pimax 1  I i,t 

Pi,t  Pi,t-1  I i, RDi  I i,t 1  I i,t SDi  Pimax 1  I i,t 1 

i  1, ,NG i  1, ,NT  (4.4)

i  1, ,NG i  1, ,NT  (4.5)





i  1, ,NG i  1, ,NT 

(4.6)





i  1, ,NG i  1, ,NT 

(4.7)

up
Tion
I i ,t  I i ,t 1
,t  Ti

dn
Tioff
I i,t 1  I i,t
,t  Ti

where Ri,t is the allocated reserve to the generating unit i at time t; RUi and RDi are the
ramping up and down limits of generating unit i, respectively; SUi and SDi are shut-down
off
and start-up ramp limit of generating unit i; Tion
, t and Ti ,t are the total ON and OFF time of

generating units i at time t; Tiup and Tidn are the minimum ON and OFF times of generating
unit i. Here, (4.2) and (4.3) enforces generation units’ output and allocated reserve to be
within their upper and lower bounds; (4.4) and (4.5) are relevant to the ramping limits of
generation units; minimum ON/OFF times of generation units are imposed by (4.6) and
(4.7), respectively.
2. Network Constraints
NG

NB

i 1

j 1

 Pi,t   L j ,t

t  1,, NT 

(4.8)

NG

t  1, , NT 

(4.9)

k  1, , NL t  1, , NT 

(4.10)

 Ri,t  St

i 1

PLk ,t  PLmax
k

where L j,t is the demand at node/bus j at hour t; S t is the total scheduled reserve at hour t;
PLk ,t is the power flow at transmission line k at hour t. Here, (4.8) and (4.9) are the active

power and reserve balances over the entire system at hour t, respectively; (4.10) represents
the transmission lines’ flow capacity limit.
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3. Contingency Constraints
max
PLctgc
k ,t  PLk ,t  LODFk ,o  PLo,t  PLk

k  1,, NL t  1,, NT 

(4.11)

where PLo ,t is the pre-contingency power flow in transmission line o, LODF is the line
outage distribution factor. Here, (4.11) indicate that during contingencies (e.g. Line o is
outaged) the post-contingency power flow in transmission lines should remain within their
corresponding capacity limits.
For large-scale power systems with thousands of generating units and transmission
lines, solving (4.1)-(4.11) using centralized solution approach might be quiet timeconsuming and in even in some cases may not be applicable. Therefore, a decomposition
approach is developed in the following sections which allow the system operator to
effectively decompose the generic SCUC to multiple sub-problems and find the overall
optimal operating point of the entire grid by providing iterative coordination between the
operating points of areas.
4.4
4.4.1

Decomposition Strategy
Virtual Area Definition
The power system shown in Fig. 4.1 can be partitioned (divide) into multiple small

regions, so-called virtual area throughout this chapter. For the sake of simplicity, we have
partitioned the system into two virtual areas as it shown in Fig. 4.2. The same idea can be
easily used the partition a power system into multiple virtual areas (more than two virtual
areas). Here, the main premise is that virtual areas’ borders are not unique. In another word,
any combination of generation/load buses for partitioning of the power system can be
allowed. The generic SCUC formula for these virtual areas can be expressed as follows
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(note that the notation of time t is omitted for (4.12)-(4.40) in order to simplify the model’s
expression and focus on the methodology discussion in the chapter):
Min f(x, z)

s.t.

W( x, z)  0

(4.13)

H( x, z)  0

(4.14)

Min f(y, z)
s.t.

(4.12)

(4.15)

W( y, z)  0

(4.16)

H( y, z)  0

(4.17)

where x and y are the local decision variables of virtual area 1 and virtual area 2,
respectively; (4.12) is the objective function of virtual area 1, (4.13) and (4.14) are relevant
to inequality and equality constraints of virtual area 1; (4.15) is the objective function of
virtual area 2 which should be minimized with respect to its inequality (4.16) and equality
constraints (4.17). As it shown in Fig. 4.2, multiple transmission lines connect these two
virtual areas to each other. Thus, the active power will be transmitted between these two
areas. Due to these transferring powers, the operating point of each virtual area will be
impacted by the operation of the other one. In other words, (4.12)-(4.17) cannot be solved
individually.
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Figure 4.2

A simple power system with two virtual areas.

In order to model this dependency, the operation of each area will be impacted by
the operation of the other one, a new variable which is called as shared variable and shown
by z is introduced. This shared variable can model either the transferring power between
areas or contribution of each virtual area to the total scheduled reserve across the entire
system. It worth mentioning that, in order to have a feasible operating solution over the
entire grid, these shared variables should have the same values from both virtual areas’
viewpoint.
Therefore, in order to fully decompose the SCUC formula (4.1)-(4.11) into virtual
areas, it is essential to know which constraints couple the operating point of virtual areas
to each ether. In the generic SCUC formulation, the units’ constraints (4.2)-(4.7) do not
contain any shared variables; thus, are separable in nature. However, network and
contingency constraints cannot be decomposed for each area. These constraints, so-called
as complicated constraints, make the entire problem indecomposable. In the following
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subsections, we are going to identify these complicating constraints first; then, we would
reform these complicated constraints to facilitate the decomposition process.
4.5
4.5.1

Complicated Constraints Modeling
Virtual Areas Power Balance Constraint
For power system depicted in Fig. 4.2, the active power balance (4.2) for each

virtual area can be expressed as follows:
NGv1

NBv1

i 1

j 1

NGv 2

NBv 2

i 1

j 1

 Pi   L j  TF1 2

 Pi   L j  TF2 1

(4.18)

(4.19)

where TF12 and TF21 are the transferring flow from virtual area 1 to virtual area
2 and from virtual area 2 to virtual areas 1, respectively. Note that, such a philosophy allows
the system operator to manage the transferring flow between virtual areas without take into
consideration of the power system’ topology. Therefore, from system operator’s viewpoint,
the power system depicted in Fig. 4.2 can be represented also by Fig. 4.3.
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Figure 4.3

4.5.2

Coupling Constraint modeling for a power system with two virtual areas.

Transmission Line Power Flow Constraint
Using the shift factor (SF) method, the power flow in transmission line k can be

expressed by (4.20),
PLk  SFk G  D
 G  D v1 
 SFk , v1 SFk , v 2  v1

G v 2  D v 2 





(4.20)

 SFk , v1 G v1  D v1   SFk , v 2 G v 2  D v 2 

where SFk is the SF vector associated with transmission line k; SFk,v1 and SFk,v2 are the
vectors of SF sub-matrices corresponding to transmission line k; G and D are vectors of
generation and load across the entire system, Gv1 and Dv1 are generation and load vectors
within virtual area 1 while Gv2 and Dv2 are generation and load vectors within of virtual
area 2.
Note that (4.20) indicates that the power flow in each transmission lines consisted
of two terms, known as contributions in this study, where each of these contributions is just
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function of local variables of either virtual area 1 or virtual area 2. This fact for transmission
lines inside virtual areas (e.g. J-K and P-Q) and for the tie lines that connect these two
virtual areas together (e.g. M-N) is shown in Fig. 4.4. Note that, since PLJK ,v1 , PLMN ,v1 and
PLPQ,v1 are known for virtual area 1 since they are purely resulted by its local generation

and demand. On the other side, PLJK ,v2 , PLMN ,v 2 and PLPQ,v2 are known for virtual area 2
because they are resulted by its local generation and demand. Thus, for the transmission
lines which are connected to the virtual area 1, (4.20) can be rewritten as follows:
PLk  PLk , v1  PL k , v 2

k  NLv1

(4.21)

where PLk ,v1 and PL k ,v2 are the contribution of virtual area 1 and the expected contribution
of virtual area 2 to the power flow of transmission line k (either regional transmission line
or tie line), respectively. From the viewpoint of virtual area 2, for its regional transmission
line, (4.20) can be expressed as follows,
PLk  PL k ,v1  PLk ,v 2

k  NLv 2

(4.22)

where PL k ,v1 and PLk ,v2 are the expected contribution of virtual area 1 and the contribution
of virtual area 2 to the power flow of transmission line k, respectively.

Figure 4.4

Modeling of virtual areas contributions to both regional and non-regional
transmission lines’ power flow.
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4.5.3

Regulation Constraints
Here, despite power flow equation, the system’s reserve constraint (4.9) does not

need to satisfy the physical law of the power system. Therefore, as depicted in Fig. 4.5, it
can be assumed that all generating units in virtual area 1 (virtual area 2) are connected to
the fictitious bus 1 (fictitious bus 2). Using this assumption, the system’s reserve
requirement (4.9) can be represented as follows:
Rv1  Rv2  S

(4.23)

where
NGv1

Rv1   Ri
i 1

NGv 2

Rv 2   Ri
i 1

(4.24)

(4.25)

where Rv1 and Rv2 are the total reserves provided by virtual area 1 and virtual area 2,
respectively; Ri is the active reserve provided by generating unit i. Here, as evident by
(4.23), the total scheduled reserve consists of two terms/contributions, one from virtual
area 1 and the other one from virtual area. Here, from viewpoint of virtual area 1, the first
contribution is known while the second part needs to be estimated. Therefore, (4.23) form
viewpoint of virtual area 1 can be represented as,
Rv1  Rv2  S

(4.26)

where Rv1 and Rv2 are the total reserve provided by virtual areas 1 and the expected reserve
provided by area 2, both from the viewpoint of the virtual area 1, respectively. This fact
can be easily extended for virtual area 2 as follows,
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R v1  Rv 2  S

(4.27)

where R v1 and Rv2 are the total expected reserve by virtual area 1 and total reserve
provided by virtual areas 2, both from viewpoint of area 2, respectively.

Figure 4.5

4.5.4

Reserve allocation modeling for a power system with two virtual areas.

Contingency Constraints
Generally speaking, using either the geographical based or virtual area based

partitioning of the power system, each area is responsible to keep its regional transmission
lines’ power flow within their capacity limits in post-contingency condition. Therefore, as
shown in Fig. 4.6, if a contingency occur inside virtual area 1, e.g. regional transmission
line J-K is outaged, this virtual area would be able to calculate and maintain the
contingency power flow (PLctgc) for its regional transmission lines within their capacity
limits using (4.11). However, since virtual area 2 does not have an access to the power flow
of outaged transmission line, it cannot directly use (4.11) to calculate the contingency
power flow within its regional transmission lines. Avoiding this issue, the pre-contingency
transmission lines’ power flow should be coordinated between virtual areas. Therefore, in
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case a regional transmission line in virtual area 1 is outaged, (4.11) can be reformulated as
follows:
PLctgc
 PLk  LODFk ,o  PL o  PLmax
k
k

k  NLv 2 o  NLv1 

(4.28)

where PL o is the estimated/expected pre-contingency power flow in outaged transmission
line o from viewpoint of virtual area 2. Similarly, in case of a transmission line loss in
virtual area 2, for transmission lines within virtual area 1 border, (4.11) can be represented
as,
PLctgc
 PLk  LODFk ,o  PL o  PLmax
k
k

k  NLv1 o  NLv 2 

(4.29)

where PLo is the estimated/expected pre-contingency power flow in outaged transmission
line o from the viewpoint of virtual area 1. Note that (4.21)-(4.22), (4.24)-(4.29) still couple
the operating condition of virtual areas together. In the following section, in order to make
the virtual areas’ problem formulation decomposable and tractable, a new set of required
constrained, known as coupling constraints, are introduced. Then, using an augmented
Lagrangian relaxation method, the coupling constraints are relaxed and added as penalty
functions to the objective function of virtual areas.

Figure 4.6

Virtual area coverage for power flow calculation.
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4.6

Decentralized Solution Algorithm

As discussed earlier, the resulted sub-SCUCs cannot be solved individually due to presence
of shared variables in their problem formulation (e.g. Gv2 in SCUC formulation of virtual
area 1). Here, in order to eliminate this dependency, the shared variables are replaced by
coupling constraints in SCUC formulation of each virtual area. And, a mathematical
method based on alternating direction method of multipliers (ADMM) [69] is employed to
effectively solve the sub-SCUCs and coordinate the operating point of virtual areas with
each other.
4.6.1

Coupling Constraints Modeling
In order to have a feasible operating condition over the entire grid, the

expected/estimated contributions of each virtual area to the transmission lines’ power flow
and total scheduled reserve should be equal to their corresponding real values calculated
by another area(s). These expected/estimated values were introduced and included in the
SCUC formulation of virtual area 1 using complicating constraints (4.21), (4.26), and
(4.28). Similarly, the complicating constraints (4.22), (4.27), (4.29) modeled the
expected/estimated values in SCUC formulation of virtual area 2. However, since these
complicating constraints do not force the virtual area to find the same value for
expected/estimated contributions, the system operator cannot guarantee the feasibility of
the solution just by including them into the sub-SCUCs. Avoiding this issue, the following
coupling constraints should also be introduced and included in SCUC formulation of bot
virtual areas.
TF1 2  TF2 1
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(4.30)

PL k,v2  PLk,v2 k  NLv1

(4.31)

PL k ,v1  PLk ,v1 k  NLv 2

(4.32)

Rv 2  Rv2

(4.33)

R v1  Rv1

(4.34)

PLo  PLo o  NLv2

(4.35)

PLo  PL o

(4.36)

k  NLv1

Note that, if these equalities are met, the system operator will be able to guarantee
the feasibility of operating condition. In another word, once (4.30)-(4.36) being met, the
physical law of the entire grid will be met too. Therefore, (4.30)-(4.36) should be included
in SCUC formula of both virtual areas.
4.6.2

ADMM for Smart Scheduling
In order to apply the alternating direction method of multiplier (ADMM) method

[7] to SCUC formulation of each virtual area, the coupling constraints introduced by (4.30)(4.36) should be relaxed and added to the objective function using first and second order
penalty functions. Accordingly, the augmented Lagrangian objective function and its
prevailing constraints for virtual area 1 are obtained as follows:
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NGv1

 Fi ( Pi , I i )

Min





i 1



k  NLv 2



*
 c PL
PLk , v1  PL k , v1
 2

*

 k , v 2  PLk , v1  PL k , v1  






*
  k , v1 PL k , v 2  PLk , v 2 

k  NLv1

*  c
*

  v1  Rv1  R v1   R Rv1  R v1

 2





  v 2 R v 2  Rv*2 





cR
R v 2  Rv*2
2

  TF1 2  TF2*1 

c PL
PL k , v 2  PL*k , v 2
2



o NLv 2





2
2

2
2
2

cF
TF1 2  TF2*1
2

 o, v 2 PL o  PL*o 

2

2

2
2

* c
*

   o, v1  PLo  PL o   o PLo  PL 0
o NLv1

 2



2

co
PL o  PL*o
2

2
2

(4.37)

2
2

subject to (4.2)-(4.6), (4.10), (4.18), (4.26) and (4.29). Here, a star “*” sign is utilized in
(4.37) to indicate a processed shared variable information which is provided by virtual area
2. Similar to (4.37), the objective function and prevailing constraints of SCUC problem for
virtual area 2 can be obtained as follows:
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NGv1

 Fi ( Pi , I i )

Min





i 1



k  NLv 2

c PL
PL*k , v1  PL k , v1

2

 k , v 2  PL*k , v1  PL k , v1  


*
 *
 c
  k , v1  PL k , v 2  PLk , v 2   PL PL k , v 2  PLk , v 2

 2
k  NLv1

c
  v1  Rv*1  R v1   R Rv*1  R v1

 2











o NLv1



o NLv 2

2
2
2

co
PL*o  PL o
 2
*
co
PL o  PLo
 2

 o, v 2  PL o  PLo  


2

2

 o, v1  PL*o  PL o  

*

2

2

cF
TF2*1  TF2 1
2



2

2

*
*
c
  v 2  R v 2  Rv 2   R R v 2  Rv 2

 2

  TF2*1  TF2 1 

2

2
2

(4.38)

2
2

subject to (4.2)-(4.6), (4.10), (4.19), (4.27) and (4.28). In (4.38), star “*” sign indicates a
processed shared variable information which is provided by virtual area 1.
4.6.3

Proposed Iterative Solution Procedure
The overall solution procedure for a system with two virtual areas can be

summarized as the following major steps:
Step 1:

Initializing the inputs. Set the iteration number (n) and all initial

expected contributions to zero.
Step 2:

Set n=n+1, then solve the sub-SCUCs in parallel and sends the

calculated shared variables to the neighboring area.
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Step 3:

Determine if the mismatches between expected and real

contributions/values of each virtual areas in complicating constraints should
is less than their corresponding threshold:
XY ε

(4.39)

where X is on behalf of TF1-2, PLk ,v1 , PL k ,v2 , Rv1 , R v2 , PLo , and PLo ; Y is
on behalf of TF2-1, PLk ,v2 , PL k ,v1 , R v1 , Rv2 , PL o , and PLo .

Step 4:

Stop the solution procedure if (4.39) is met; otherwise, update the

penalty multipliers using (4.40). And, go to Step 2
Ψ n 1  Ψ n  C  X  Y

where

4.7

Ψ

(4.40)

is on behalf of α ,  ,  and  ; C represents cPL, cR, cF, and co.

Case Studies
In order to verify the effectiveness of the proposed virtual area based smart SCUC

method, several case studies are provided in this section. All simulations are performed on
a 2.8-GHZ personal computer. In addition, CPLEX 12.5 is used to solve the resulted
Mixed-Integer Quadratic programming (MIQP) problems.
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Table 4.1

Generation data

Unit
No.

Bus
No.

Pmax
(MW)

Pmin
(MW)

a ($/h)

b ($/MWh)

c ($/MW2h)

G1

2

110

10

100

15

0.002

G2

3

80

10

200

55

0.007

G3

4

100

10

100

35

0.007

Table 4.2

4.7.1

Load data
Load No.

D1

D2

D3

Bus No.

1

3

5

Scheduled Load (MW)

60

50

120

6-Bus Test System
The 6-bus test system has three generation units, three loads and 7 transmission

lines. Generation units’ data and loads information are provided in Table 4.1 and Table
4.2, respectively. Total allocated reserve for this system is considered as 50 MW. In
addition, for 6 bus test system, all ADMM constant multipliers (cPL, cR, cF and co) are set
to 1. Also, all initial boundary information is set to 0 (flat start). In order to study the
effectiveness of proposed solution methodology, the following cases are discussed:
Case A.1: in this case study, as depicted in in Fig. 4.7, Bus 1 through Bus 3 and
Bus 4 through Bus 6 are located in virtual area 1 and virtual area 2, respectively. In another
word, we have divided the testing system into two virtual areas based on the geographical
position of the system’s buses. In addition, in case of transmission line 1-2 outage, it is
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required that the transmission lines power flow be within their capacity limits. For this case
study, the proposed decentralized solution methodology converges to the optimal operating
point after 16 iterations. Total operation cost of the system is $6843.8 which is slightly
($2.3) different from the operating cost found using conventional centralized methodology.
Generating units’ output and allocated reserve for this case are shown in Table 4.3. As we
expected, more economic generating units such as G1 and G2 are committed more to meet
the demand while the more expensive generating unit G3 does not need to be fully
dispatched.
In addition, in order to show the convergence performance of the proposed method,
the transferring power between these two virtual areas over the iteration of the solution
procedure is shown in Fig 4.8. As we can see, when the solution procedure stops, the
transferring power from viewpoint of both virtual areas is almost equal to 20 MW.

Figure 4.7

6-bus test system proposed partitioning for Case A.1
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Figure 4.8

Convergence performance of the proposed method for Case A.1

Table 4.3

Generating units’ output (MW) and allocated reserve (MW) for case A.2and A.2 for the 6-bus test systems.

Decentralized
Centralized

G1 (MW)

G2 (MW)

G3 (MW)

Case

P1

R1

P2

R2

P3

R3

A.1

100.1

0

29.9

5.3

100.0

44.7

6,843.8

A.2

99.99

0

30.0

6.9

100.0

43.1

6,841.9

100

0

30.0

7.6

100.0

42.4

6,841.5

Operating
Cost ($)

Case A.2: in order to justify the effectiveness of the proposed method on handling
any combination of system buses to create virtual areas, in Case A.2, Bus 1 and Bus 5 are
included in virtual area 2 where there is no direct connection between these two buses (see
Fig. 4.8). For this case, the proposed decentralized solution procedure converges and all
stopping criteria are met after 33 iterations and the power flow results are shown in Table
III. As we expected, units’ generation in this case is also very close to the conventional
centralized methodology results (just +$0.4). However, since the ancillary service cost is
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not included in the proposed problem formulation, the allocated reserves are slightly
different from the previous case.
In cases A.1 and A,2, we focused on effectiveness of the proposed method and
verified that it can partition a power system into multiple smaller virtual areas regardless
of the geographical position of system’s buses. In the next section, we would focus on
providing a guideline for system operators based on generating units’ diversity to partition
a power system into multiple smaller virtual areas which would increase the computational
efficiency; thus, a lower number of iteration and/or execution time would be required to
find a converged resulted.

Figure 4.9

4.7.2

6-bus test system proposed partitioning for Case A.2

IEEE 118-Bus Test System
The IEEE 118-bus testing system contains 54 generation units, 186 transmission

lines and the pick load of 3337.07 MW. Based on units’ average cost for injecting an 1

 



MW energy F Pmax / Pmax , the generating units in this test system can be categorized into
the following three major groups:
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•

Base units: the generation units which have the average cost lower than $17/MW
(17 units). These generation units are more economical than other two next groups;
thus, they are ON service during both peak and off-peak hours.

•

Middle units: the generation units which have average cost between $17.01/MW to
$24/MW (19 units). These units can be utilized further to Base units to meet the
demand when the demand exceeds the base units capacity limits.

•

Peak units: the generation units which have an average cost higher than $24.01/MW
(18 units). Generally speaking, since these generating units are more expensive than
the generating units in other two groups, they should be ON service during peak
load hours.
Here, since the startup and shutdown costs of generating units are relatively small,

they are omitted from the average cost calculation formula. In addition, for this testing
system, it has been assumed that the system operator would like to divide the system into
three virtual areas.
In this section, in order to provide further study on generation units’ diversity
impact on convergence performance of the proposed method, we keep the size of each
virtual areas almost constant and change the generation units diversity to the virtual areas.
In another word, we just change the generating units’ diversity in virtual areas while the
total number of constraints that should be served in problem formulation of each virtual
area is almost constant. To do so, we need to put all system’s load buses in one area (virtual
area 4) and then distribute the generating units among other three virtual areas. Table IV
shows the required number of the iterations to get the converged results for the following
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test cases while all initial conditions are set to zero and cP, cR and cT are set to be 0.01,
0.005 and 0.1, respectively:
Case B.1: for this case, as we can see from Table IV, all base generation units are
included in virtual area 1, the middle generation units are located virtual area 2 and the
expensive generation units are included in virtual area 3. Therefore, each area only includes
one type of the generation units thus there is no generating units average cost diversity in
virtual areas. For this case, the converged results are obtained after 244 iterations while the
gap between operating cost of centralized and decentralized solution approaches is 0.07%.
Case B.2: in order to provide more diversity for each virtual area, as it is shown in
Table IV, we included all three type of the generation units in operation of each virtual
areas. However, the distribution of the generation units associated with each group of
generating units in different areas is not equal. As an example, 66% of the base units are
located in virtual area 1 while both virtual area 2 and virtual area 3 have 17% of the base
units. For this case, the solution process converges to the solution only after 57 iterations
(77% less than Case B.1) while the gap between the operating cost of proposed distributed
solution method and centralized method is 0.11%.
Case B.3: using our observations from two previous cases, in this case study, more
diversity is provided for all virtual areas. As the Table IV shows, all three type of the
generating units is distributed almost equally into all three virtual areas. The results indicate
that the solution process converges to the final solution only after 40 iterations while the
gap between the operating cost of proposed distributed solution method and centralized
method is 0.04% while the total execution time is 735.3 sec. It means that using providing
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more generating units diversity to the virtual areas the converged results are obtained in
lower execution time in compared with Case B.1 and Case B.2.
Table 4.4

Comparison between cases B.1 and B.3 for IEEE 118-bus test system
Case B.1

Case B.2

Case B.3

Geographical
Based

% in A1

100

66

35

23

% in A2

0

17

30

53

% in A3

0

17

35

24

% in A1

0

16

28

21

100

68

36

42

% in A3

0

16

36

37

% in A1

0

17

33

61

% in A2

0

17

33

17

% in A3

100

66

34

22

Total Iterations

244

57

28

76

Total Operating Cost
($)

916,236.5

916,628.2

917,432.0

925,854.6

Gap (%)

0.07

0.11

0.004

0.906

Execution time (sec.)

52231.1

2374.6

292.2

324.6

Base Units

Middle Units % in A2

Peak Units

4.8

Conclusion
The decentralized solution algorithm is a powerful tool to solve the large-scale

problem in operation of the power system. In this chapter, the virtual area based smart
scheduling of power system was proposed as an effective way for partitioning the power
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system into multiple small regions regardless of the geographical position of the generation
units. In our proposed method, each virtual area solves its regional SCUC and shares its
processed shared variable with its neighboring virtual areas. In addition, in order to handle
reserve allocation among virtual areas, a novel method based A2A reserve coordination
was proposed. The numerical tests on the 6 bus and modified IEEE 118-bus test systems
justified the effectiveness of the proposed method. The results indicate that providing more
diversity in the process of partitioning of power system would increase the computational
efficiency.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

Nowadays, power systems are getting more and more interconnected since an
interconnected power system is more reliable, secure, and can be operated at lower
operating cost. However, this interconnection has brought more challenges to the operation
of the power systems as well. An interconnected power system has more generation
resources, renewable energy resources, transmission lines and loads. Therefore, this system
has more decision variable than a simple single area power system; thus, the day-ahead
scheduling and real-time operation of an interconnected power system is more challenging.
In this dissertation, to accelerate the solution process of day-ahead scheduling of an
interconnected power system with high penetration of wind generation, a shift factor based
decentralized methodology is presented and discussed. The proposed method would divide
the original large-scale complex problem into several sub-problems and solve them in
parallel. As a result, the required execution time can be highly reduced.
Also, in order to handle real-time congestion management issue in an
interconnected power system with taking into consideration of N-1 criterion, a
mathematical decomposition and coordination scheme is proposed in this dissertation. The
proposed method benefits from parallel implementation and coordination; therefore, the
converged result could be achieved in a reasonable time. The numerical studies also
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indicate that the proposed method is very accurate and the decentralized methods are very
close to their centralized one.
In addition, despite the existing publications where the geographical position of a
group of busses was used to define the area, this dissertation demonstrates that this method
is not efficient. Here, a virtual area based decomposition and coordination strategy is
proposed and discussed where the regulation issue and N-1 criterion are included in the
problem formulation. The numerical results indicate that the virtual area based day-ahead
scheduling is faster and more accurate than the geographically based methods.
As a continuation of this research work, I would like to keep working on
decentralized algorithms and propose a method to accelerate the solution process of N-1
based optimal power flow calculation. Also, I would like to propose a decentralized based
mathematical formulation to calculate the location marginal prices across the
interconnected power systems.
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